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Abstract

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is a multifaceted aspect of computer vision

and machine learning, which encompasses group activity pattern discovery, inter-

personal interaction analysis, human gesture and action recognition. It has prolif-

erating demands from wide applications, such as visual surveillance and security,

entertainment, healthcare systems, video indexing, human-computer interaction

and video retrieval. So over the last decade, a diversity of approaches has been

developed to investigate the HAR. We overcome their limitations by proposing

new robust features and the algorithms to build the unified HAR framework.

Features play a vital role in HAR. Global features are generated using the

entire video sequence while ignoring explicit temporal information but they cap-

ture the oriented and holistic underlying patterns. We found that HAR can be

improved by fusing extra temporal information with global representation. So

following this vein, we propose the new mid-level features (frequencygrams and

spatiograms) by analyzing dynamics of the motion histograms in frequency and

spatio-temporal domain; and the new high-level features (abstracted radon pro-

files) by considering whole oriented information of the action silhouettes. They

are robust to camera motions and small occlusions and provide a discrimina-

tive representation for reciprocating motions. They are used for supervised HAR

through the proposed graph pyramid, a hierarchical graph analysis algorithm. In

graph pyramid classification algorithm, we construct the graph of an entire action

class by representing each motion sequence as a node. Training embeds the class

specific information in the graph edges via our modified quadratic-Chi distance.

The algorithm makes it possible to uncover the hidden subtleties of the action

family by considering interactions among the neighborhood nodes to the query.
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Optical flow is the basis to describe motion sequence, however it is in raw form

may be of no use due to its susceptibility to background noise, camera motions

and scale changes. But the constructed features from raw data, encapsulate

the underlying dynamics of the activity, so they play an important role here.

Using raw optical flow we also propose the low-level statistical motion features

(viz., circulation, motion homogeneity, motion orientation and stationarity) to

readily capture the pixel level motion information. Then we use these features for

unsupervised abnormal activity recognition by the proposed proximity clustering

algorithm. The key idea behind it is that the normal events occur more frequently

than the abnormal ones. It clusters the normal events in the proposed feature

space and outliers are designated as abnormal events. It works on proximity

principal and does not require to specify the number of (normal events) clusters.

In HAR domain, some action classes have very less training examples. With-

out dataset rebalancing, the learning algorithm will encounter extremely low

minority class samples therefore it gets biased towards the majority class. Hence

properly handling the imbalanced dataset is a crucial issue. To address it, we

propose the G-SMOTE algorithm by employing bootstrapping with simultaneous

oversampling of minority class and undersampling of majority class to build the

ensemble of classifiers. G-SMOTE is an improvement to the existing synthetic

minority oversampling technique. Its extensive evaluation on several highly im-

balanced datasets has produced the highest recognition results.

In case of traffic scenario, we are the first to implement the time series embed-

ding framework to solve the data scarcity problem for traffic activity recognition.

Using multi-task learning framework, we learn all activity classifiers simulta-

neously by exploiting correlations among different motion patterns. We have

improved the traffic pattern recognition performance on all four public domain

datasets by several magnitude as compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
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Machine vision becomes blind in case of dark illumination conditions, occlu-

sions or in the areas outside the camera view. The use of audio information along

with the video can enhance the performance of the HAR system for better under-

standing of the underlying scene. So we propose the audio bank, a new high-level

representation of an audio, for audio activities recognition. It is comprised of dis-

tinctive audio detectors representing each audio class in the frequency-temporal

space. It produces superior features as compared to low-level features in discrim-

inating audio events by accumulating responses of all bank detectors into one

vector. Feature stability over the bank size and high recognition performance

using several classifiers show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords: activity recognition (action; gesture; abnormal events), features,

hierarchical graph analysis, proximity clustering, imbalanced dataset handling
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations and Challenges

Machine can see through the camera eye!

We are drowning in the deluge of video data that are being captured worldwide

by the cameras. At the same time we are starving for the meaningful and concise

information from that data. Surveillance cameras are mounted for monitoring

surrounding events and human activities, whose video data is being assessed by

another human observer. However, as a number of cameras and an observation

duration increases, events monitoring by human operators becomes increasingly

difficult and error-prone. In order to assist operators, many automatic surveil-

lance systems have been proposed [1], [2]. These systems increase the robustness

of video monitoring. The ever increasing need for intelligent surveillance in public

security domain, makes automated video surveillance systems to be unavoidable.

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is not only related to surveillance ap-

plications, but it is also a multifaceted aspect of the computer vision and the

machine learning. HAR encompasses group activity recognition, human gesture

1



running walking jogging 

(𝑒) (𝑎) (𝑏) (𝑐) (𝑑) 

Figure 1.1: Challenges in HAR. Video frames from various activity datasets are
used here. (a) Actor view point and scale changes in the same golfing action. (b)
1st row shows the illumination change in handwaving action and 2nd row shows
the change in direction of boxing action execution. (c) 1st row is the frame from
running action video with moving background (camera shakes) and 2nd row shows
its optical flow, which is erroneous and occupied over entire frame. (d) Different
scenarios for abnormal activities show completely different motion patterns. Only
small of those scenarios are available for training. Hence scarcity of training data.
(e) Here running, jogging and walking are completely different activities but their
execution speed depends upon actor and might be quite similar.

recognition, interpersonal interaction analysis and human action recognition. It

has proliferating demands from wide applications, such as entertainment, health-

care systems, video indexing, human-computer interaction, visual surveillance-

security, enhancing computer graphics and video retrieval. So over the last

decade, a diversity of approaches has been developed to investigate the HAR.

Most of these approaches are tackling the aspects of HAR (viz., individual ac-

tion, gesture, traffic patterns, group activities related to surveillance, abnormal

events, etc.) independently. There is lack of robust and unified framework to

handle the challenges in HAR as shown in Fig.1.1.

The first challenge is to achieve the real time processing (25 to 30 frames per

second) of the enormous raw data for pattern recognition because usual video

frame resolution ranges from 320× 180 to 1280× 720 pixels and each color pixel

comprises of 24 bits data representation. Other issues that need to be addressed

in HAR are summarized as follows,

• Same activity looks quite distinct when observed from different view point.

In Fig.1.1(a), same golfing looks different for machine from different views.
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• Scale changes: a person far way from camera looks smaller than the one closer

to camera (Fig.1.1(a)). If the features are not normalized appropriately then

small scale actions get dominated by large scale actions.

• Moving background or camera shakes make motion to appear over entire

frame (see Fig.1.1(c)), and it makes difficult for machine to find important

motion patterns (only foreground motions) necessary for HAR.

• Sudden illumination changes produces extra noisy motion vectors. In the

Fig.1.1(b), all 4 video frames are from same KTH dataset but they show

quite different illumination conditions.

• Continuous dark illumination conditions, occlusions make the machine blind.

• Different person may perform different activities with the same speed. In

Fig.1.1(e) running, jogging and walking are completely different activities

but running speed of one actor might be quite similar with jogging speed of

another actor.

• Action direction change. In Fig.1.1(b) bottom row shows the boxing in dif-

ferent directions. More importantly HAR is challenging because each person

has his own style of acting!

1.2 Contents of Research

The thesis is mainly focused on developing the overall robust framework for hu-

man activity recognition by proposing the new features and new algorithms to

cope with the challenges in HAR mentioned in section 1.1. Its brief overview in

terms of contributions and contents of research is shown in Fig.1.2.

Video data in its raw form has very high dimensionality and it is difficult to

process in real time for recognizing human activity patterns. So we propose the

3
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features, which can encapsulate the underlying dynamics of the activity. We pro-

pose the low-level features (viz., Circulation, Motion Homogeneity, Motion Orien-

tation and Stationarity), which readily capture the pixel level motion information.

For unsupervised abnormal activity recognition using these low-level features, we

propose the Proximity clustering algorithm. For robust activity recognition we

propose the mid-level features (viz., Frequencygrams and Spatiograms) and the

high-level features (viz., Abstracted Radon Profiles). We are the first to imple-

ment the time series embedding framework to solve the data scarcity problem for

traffic activity recognition. We also propose the Graph Pyramid, a hierarchical

graph analysis algorithm for general inference and pattern recognition purpose

and we validate it extensively for HAR. We also make use of acoustic information

for offering more robustness to HAR, by proposing the Audio Bank, a high-level

semantic feature representation.

The proposed unified framework for HAR has been extensively tested on vari-

ous datasets, viz., HWU human gesture [3], Weizmann action [4], UMN abnormal

activity [5], KTH action [6], UCF-Sports [7], UPC-TALP audio [8], QMUL traffic

[9], MIT [10], NGSIM [11] and Wide Interaction (WI) our own traffic dataset.

In the following sections we present brief overview of the contributions (pro-

posed features and algorithms) to build the robust and unified HAR framework.

1.2.1 Mid-Level and High-Level Features

Chapter 2 describes the proposed mid-level (frequencygrams, spatiograms) and

high-level (abstracted radon profiles) features. They are robust to camera mo-

tions and provide a compact and discriminative representation for reciprocating

motions by preserving comprehensive temporal information of an activity. The

extensive experimental results on the four benchmark human activity datasets

demonstrate their effectiveness as well as generality.
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1.2.2 Low-Level Features and Proximity Clustering Algorithm

Uncovering the hidden subtleties and irregularities of the events in the video

sequence, is the key issue for automatic video surveillance and chapter 3 deals

with that. The proposed motion features, viz., circulation, motion homogeneity,

motion orientation and stationarity try to extract vital motion information from

the video. Then we propose the proximity clustering algorithm, which works in

the above feature space to find the abnormal events by unsupervised grouping

of the frequently occurring features. The key idea here is, the occurrence of

abnormal events is rare while the frequently occurring events become normal

in general human perception. This method has an advantage of incremental

learning, i.e. it learns the new normal events in an unsupervised manner.

1.2.3 Graph Pyramid: A hierarchical graph analysis framework

In chapter 4, we propose a graphical model for pattern recognition from data. We

extensively evaluate it for HAR. Unlike other methods, we construct the graph

of the entire action class by representing each video as a node. Training embeds

the class specific information in the graph edges via our modified quadratic-Chi

distance. Hierarchical graphical analysis makes the inference robust as it also

considers the interactions among the neighborhood nodes to the query.

1.2.4 Handling Imbalanced Datasets: G-SMOTE Algorithm

Occurrence of high class imbalance in the HAR domain a direct result of rarity of

interesting events, which results in skewed datasets. Without dataset rebalanc-

ing, the learning algorithm will encounter extremely low minority class samples

therefore it gets biased towards the majority class in the classification tasks.

Hence properly handling the imbalanced dataset is a crucial issue in the pattern
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recognition domain. So we have proposed the generalized G-SMOTE dataset re-

balancing algorithm in chapter 6. The proposed framework is evaluated on four

highly imbalanced datasets, which has produced the state-of-the-art performance.

1.2.5 Traffic Activities: Features and Mulit-task Learning

Chapter 7 proposes an efficient feature sampling and multi-task learning scheme

for traffic scene analysis, where all classifiers are trained simultaneously by ex-

ploiting the correlations among different motion patterns. We make feature

descriptors by high dimensional embedding of the time series data for traffic

patterns. They preserve detailed spatio-temporal information of the underlying

event. Experimental results on surveillance datasets, show great improvement

in the performance, importance of joint feature selection and fast incremental

learning ability of the proposed method.

1.2.6 Audio Activities Recognition

Machine vision becomes blind in case of dark illumination conditions, occlusions

or in the areas outside the camera view. The use of audio information along with

the video can enhance the performance of the HAR system for better under-

standing of the underlying scene. So we propose the audio bank, a new high-level

representation of an audio, for audio activities recognition in chapter 5. It pro-

duces superior features as compared to low-level features in discriminating audio

events. Feature stability over the audio bank size and high recognition rate using

several classifiers show its effectiveness. Finally chapter 8 gives broad concluding

remarks about the unified HAR framework.
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Chapter 2

Mid-Level and High-Level

Features

2.1 Introduction and Prior Work

As alluded to the importance of Human Activity Recognition (HAR) in chapter

1, it is multifaceted aspect of the computer vision and machine learning. So over

the last decade, a diversity of approaches has been developed to investigate the

HAR. Since appearance and motion dynamics serve as the important cues for it,

the prior work can be broadly categorized as appearance-based [12, 13, 14] and

motion-based [15, 16, 17, 18] approaches. The former characterizes the video by

leveraging the contextual information via visual features [19, 20]. Their major

problem is that they discard the inherent temporal information of the human

activity. Whereas later models the activities with state-space or dynamic models

and casting HAR as a temporal classification task. Though they keep account of

the sufficient temporal information using detailed statistical modeling, they have

high computational complexity, which is a bottleneck for mobile platforms and
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real time surveillance applications where computational resources are limited. We

circumvent these issues by analyzing the distribution of motion patterns in the

frequency and the spatio-temporal domain.

In motion-based HAR approaches, as features have the capability to encap-

sulate underlying dynamics of the activity, they plays a vital role here. Local

features like silhouette, gesture, human body part joints, dense trajectories [21],

local space-time features [19, 22] and dense 3D gradient histograms [23] are com-

putationally expensive and limited in the amount of activity semantics they can

capture. In addition they require salient detection-tracking and their perfor-

mance degrades during camera movements, occlusions, viewpoint and illumina-

tion changes. They often produce a representation with inadequate discriminative

power for the large datasets. On the contrary, global features like motion energy

images [24], Radon profiles [25] over silhouettes and motion history images (MHI)

[26] are generated using the whole motion sequence so they ignore the explicit

temporal information but captures the oriented and holistic underlying patterns.

Though they bear some action semantics due to their global nature, they lack

of sufficient temporal information as the entire motion history is accumulated

in the final global feature. For instance, it is difficult to distinguish ‘running ’

from ‘walking ’ using just MHIs and they are incapable of handling reciprocating

actions (walking leftward vs rightward) [27]. So HAR can be improved by fusing

extra temporal information with global features. Thus our work follows this vein.

To address these issues, we propose the simple but effective mid-level fea-

tures called ‘Frequencygrams’ and ‘Spatiograms’, which incorporate the compre-

hensive temporal information by analyzing the activity in the frequency and the

spatio-temporal domain respectively (section 6.2). We also propose the high-level

features called ‘Abstracted Radon Profiles (ARP)’, which captures the global spa-

tial information from the human silhouette. ARP features have been extensively
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tested on large fingerprint dataset FVC-2006 in our work [28]. So in this chap-

ter we exclude the experimental results for high-level ARP features but give the

detailed HAR results for the proposed mid-level features. These oriented holis-

tic features provide a natural and discriminative representation for reciprocating

motions using directional and spatio-temporal motion information. The proposed

approach has an advantage of being robust to camera motions, occlusions and

it does not necessitate extra video preprocessing, person detection and tracking

overload unlike other low-level features. To improve the HAR rate using all re-

lated features, we first approximate their conditional probability distributions for

each activity class independently and then make inference about test sample by

maximizing the collective likelihood (section 2.5). The proposed framework is val-

idated on four benchmark human activity (human gesture, action and abnormal

activities) datasets (sec. 6.5) and finally sec. 6.6 concludes this chapter.

2.2 Synopsis

If features can encapsulate the underlying dynamics of the activity then they play

a vital role in human activity recognition. But most of the existing features fail to

capture the detailed temporal information of an activity in the video. So we pro-

pose new mid-level (Frequencygrams, Spatiograms) and high-level (Abstracted

Radon Profiles) features by analyzing motion dynamics and appearance in the

spatio-temporal domain. They are computationally efficient and avoid overload

of extra video preprocessing. Being robust to camera motions, they also provide a

natural, compact and discriminative representation for reciprocating motions by

preserving comprehensive temporal information of the activity sequences. The

extensive experimental results on the four benchmark human activity datasets

demonstrate the effectiveness as well as generality of the proposed framework.
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2.3 Mid-Level Feature Construction

Important clues for recognizing activity in the video are obtained by answering,

‘how’ and ‘where’ the activity is being performed over the course of time. The

answer to first question discovers the underlying motion dynamics of the activity,

whereas the answer to second one reveals the spatial distribution of the activity

occurrences. The proposed features encapsulate these answers and extract vital

information from the video necessary for activity recognition.

2.3.1 Histogram Flow Pattern

Optical flow is the basis to describe motion sequence, however it is in raw form

may be of no use due to its susceptibility to background noise, camera motions,

changes in scale and motion direction. The success of histograms of features [29],

is well known in object recognition community. Hence analyzing distribution

of the optical flow profile would be helpful to improve activity recognition by

avoiding the above issues.

Each video V, is analyzed via set of NB blocks, where each block is having

NF number of frames. Thus it is represented as V = {b1, b2, · · · , bNB}, bt ∈ V and

|bt| = NF . At time t, the optical flow vector ν̄t = [u, v]T , within each bt is binned

according to its primary angle with horizontal axis and weighted by its magnitude

(see Fig.2.1). That is, ν̄t from bt, in the range π(i−1)
Nb

≤ π
2 + tan−1(uv ) < πi

Nb
, will

contribute ‖ν̄t‖2 to the sum in bin i, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nb, to form the histogram ht of Nb

bins. Then ht is normalized so that ‖ht‖1 = 1. To preserve detailed temporal

information, all the high energy histograms (‖ht‖2 ≥ λ), are stacked as columns

to obtain the histogram flow pattern (HFP) as Hf = [h1, · · · , hNB ]. Fig.2.1

summarizes all this procedure.

Block analysis of video, inherently acts as noise filter to reduce ill effects from
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Figure 2.1: Construction of the histogram flow pattern (HFP)

rapid illumination changes and camera noise. Forming ht according to primary

angles, makes the representation to be independent of direction of motion (run

left or right); and normalization makes it also scale-invariant. Gradient of the

optical flow removes the locally constant camera motions [30], thus information

about changes in the flow field is more robust and discriminative for activity

analysis. Fig.2.2(a) shows the case of camera motion; the associated optical flow

field [31] is occupied over entire video frame (see Fig.2.2(b)), which is erroneous

and useless for HAR; however its gradient (see Fig.2.2(c)), preserves the salient

motion information. First the derivative pattern for each bt, is obtained like

Oν̄t = [ δuδx ,
δv
δy ]T , then we follow the same procedure as explained previously to

obtain the new histogram features HOf .

(𝑎) (𝑏) (𝑐) 

Figure 2.2: (a) Consecutive frames from moving camera video; (b) optical flow for
these frames is occupied over the entire frame; (c) gradient of the flow captures
the vital motion patterns necessary for underlying activity recognition
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2.3.2 Freqencygrams

As alluded to the issues in sec.6.1, local descriptors capture only short movements

within vicinity of the interest points, so they are limited in spatial and temporal

scalability. Hence they are inadequate for describing activity with long-term

motions. HFP circumvents this problem by preserving temporal information all

long. However HFP is not useful in the raw form, because different activities

are generally performed for different time duration. This renders the HFPs with

different sizes for the same action class. The crucial information for HAR lies in

temporal dynamics of the histograms. So to extract this information HFPs are

analyzed in the frequency domain, with ωk = 2πk
NB

and ωl = 2πl
Nb

, like

Hf (k, l) =

NB−1∑
n=0

Nb−1∑
m=0

e−i(ωkn+ωlm) ·Hf (n,m). (2.1)

In reality, human activity consists of set of limb movements, which are

changed gradually one after another and thereby giving rise to smooth HFP.

These patterns are captured by low frequency components in Hf . Abrupt motion

changes correspond to the high frequency regions and are caused by illumination

changes, camera shakes and background noise. Hence we preserve the only low

frequency regions, which is nothing but performing a low pass filtering on original

signal with the bandwidths ωb and ωB. This serves dual purpose by making fea-

tures of fixed dimension and removing high frequency noise. Different actors may

start performing the same action at different time instances. So to incorporate

the shift invariance property, we consider the magnitude spectrum to construct

the frequencygram feature. We are making use of low-level raw optical flow after

cleaning it (via median flow and gradient flow mask) to extract meaningful infor-

mation necessary for HAR. So the constructed Frequencygram is the mid-level
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Figure 2.3: (a) Space bounding pattern (SBP) for areal view; (b) velocity normal-
ization; (c) SBPs for frontal camera view at different spatial scales for building
robust Spatiograms (H̃s).

feature and it is given as follows,

H̃f =


|Hf (k, l)| if k ∈ [−ωB, ωB] and l ∈ [−ωb, ωb]

0 otherwise.

(2.2)

Similarly other feature H̃Of is constructed. HFPs and frequencygrams for

three different actions are depicted in Fig.2.7 and elaborated in sec.6.5.2. These

features carry great temporal information, which flourishes more as the video se-

quence further unfolds itself frame by frame. For maneuvering HAR performance

to high level, we make use of symbiotic relationship between all these histogram

features via first approximating their probability distribution independently and

then collectively inferring using them all.

2.3.3 Spatiograms

For scene understanding, to infer about what is going on in the video, the knowl-

edge about where the things are happening also gives an essential clue. So it

is important to emphasize on the distribution of spatial locations of active ob-

jects through the course of the event. Hence we build 2 dimensional histograms

called ‘spatiograms’ (H̃s), to keep account of spatial activity patterns. Between
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identical objects, the one which is far from camera appear smaller and seems

to move with lower velocity than the object closer to camera. To incorporate

scale invariance in spatiograms, video is analyzed via different size spatial grids

G(i, j), called space bounding patterns (SBP), as shown in Fig.2.3(a). For aerial

or fish eye views, scene background and camera information is used to lie SBPs

for building spatiograms and for frontal camera view, SBPs with different scales

are used (see Fig.2.3(c)). This scale for silhouette or blob Bi is proportional to

its size si and that SBP remains stationary (for time τ) until silhouette leaves

it; after this again a new SBP will be established. For making motion vectors

scale invariant, they are also normalized to ¯̄νpt = (1/si)ν̄
p
t , where ν̄pt is associated

with pixel p ∈ Bi (Fig.2.3(b)). Foreground is given by, F = ∪
∀i
Bi. Each bin of the

spatiogram is computed as,

H̃s(i, j) = γ
∑
∀t∈τ

∑
∀p∈{G(i,j)∩F}

e−α‖
¯̄νpt ‖2 , (2.3)

where γ performs normalization to produce ‖H̃s‖1 = 1. Constant α controls the

feature quality and exponential term either captures how likely the active object

in the scene remains stationary (α>0) or where the activity occurs (α<0).

2.4 High-Level Features: Abstracted Radon Profiles

2.4.1 Radon Transform

Radon transform (RT) [32] is widely used in tomography for creating an image

from cross sectional scans of an object. In case of images, it is the projection

of the image intensity along a radial line [32]. Let Radon profile (RP) be the

collection of RTs of an image along various radial lines. If all consecutive radial

lines are θ◦ apart, then it gives Symmetric RP (SRPθ) otherwise asymmetric RP.
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Asymmetric RP helps for extracting more information about the image along

specific direction. As the number of RTs increases, the RP density rises. Let

f(x, y) be a 2-D function and ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ be the parametric form of a

line, where ρ is the smallest distance from the origin and θ is its angle with the x-

axis. Let δ(·) be the familiar Dirac delta function and −∞ < ρ <∞, 0 ≤ θ < π.

Then the RT <(ρ, θ) of f(x, y) can be given as

<(ρ, θ) =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

f(x, y)δ(ρ− x cos θ − y sin θ)dxdy. (2.4)

In case of images, the RT reduces to just image rotation and intensity sum-

mation operations. Rotation of the input image corresponds to the translation

of the RT along θ. Due to these computationally cheap operations we can easily

construct dense RP for the human silhouette. Fig.2.4(a) shows a graphical illus-

tration of RT at one particular angle for 2-D function f(x, y). Original image can

be reconstructed from RP by using Fourier Slice theorem [33]. It states that 1D

Fourier transform of the projection <(ρ, θ) is equal to the 2D Fourier transform

of an image evaluated on the line, where the projection was taken on. Consider

<̂(x, y) =
π∫
0

<(x cos θ + y sin θ, θ)dθ and Ψ(u, v) be the 2D Fourier transform of

<̂(x, y), then

f(x, y) =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

√
u2 + v2 Ψ(u, v)ej2π(ux+vy)dudv. (2.5)

Inverse RT is only used to assess the preservation of image information in

RP. It is not used for feature formation. Fig. 2.4(b) shows the RP and the

reconstructed artificial fingerprint image by inverse RT. In order to reconstruct

original image perfectly, an infinite number of projections along all directions

are required. Practically if the RP is dense enough for the sparse images like

fingerprints then most of the original image information will be preserved.
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Figure 2.4: High-level features: Abstracted Radon Profiles (ARP). They are capa-
ble of capturing detailed oriented global information. This property is emphasized
using fingerprint image, as it contains intricate spatial patterns. For HAR they
are constructed using human silhouettes. (a) Illustration of the Radon Trans-
form, (b) SRP and reconstruction of original image by inverse RT, (c) ARP
feature construction and its property that ARP2 is the ARP of rotated image.
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2.4.2 Abstracted Radon Profiles (ARP)

Let w(x, y) be the zero mean white noise then an image can be represented as

f̂(x, y) = f(x, y) + w(x, y). After taking its RT and using distributive property

[32], <(w(x, y)) is line integral of the noise, which is constant for all directions

and is equal to the mean value of the noise. Thus zero mean white noise does

not contaminate the features based on RT.

It is computationally impractical to store entire dense RP for each video

frame. This profile is abstracted to a vector by using polynomial fitting. Each

RT from the RP is approximated with higher order polynomial of ρi for each θi

as aki ρ
k
i + ak−1

i ρk−1
i + · · ·+ a1

i ρi + a0
i ≈ <(ρi, θi). (2.6)

Increasing the value of k, increases the computational effort with only small

increase in performance, as elaborated in our work [28]. Furthermore, only few

polynomial coefficients per RT need to be captured. This will help to store most

of image information from dense RP in the form of feature vector as

ϕT = 〈(ak0, . . . , ak−m0 ), . . . , (aki , . . . , a
k−m
i ), . . . , (akN , . . . , a

k−m
N )〉. (2.7)

Here RP constitutes N + 1 different RTs and top order m+ 1 coefficients are

taken after fitting the kth order polynomial to each transform. Parameters SRPθ,

k and m control the ARP feature properties. By changing these parameters,

different ARP features are obtained for the same image, which capture different

amount of information and hence show varied performance. Fig. 2.4(c) illustrates

this feature formation procedure briefly. In case of SRPθ, when we perform

circular shift to ARP feature ϕ by M(m + 1) amount with M is an integer, we

will get the feature vector for Mθ◦ rotated image. Thus randomly oriented test

image can be analyzed in the similar way as trying their all possible orientations

for alignment but without actually doing it. Hence this feature serves more

computationally efficient way than the brute-force method for image alignments.
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Figure 2.5: Multilayer architecture: A independent patch analysis framework to
collect spatially local as well as global image information using the ARP features.

2.4.3 Multilayer Architecture for ARP Features

RT with the center of the image as the origin of ρ-θ coordinate system is trans-

lation invariant. In case of fingerprints, we consider core point and in HAR the

silhouette median as the reference point. Core point is the singular point in a fin-

gerprint that exhibits the maximum ridge line curvature. It is found by Poincaré

index method [34]. In case of extremely degraded images, center of the seg-

mented fingerprint is considered as the reference point. RT is not scale invariant

but alignment of the training images can help RT to achieve scale invariance.

For taking local characteristics of fingerprint into account, images are ana-

lyzed in independent multiple layers. Progressive image patching is done in each

layer as shown in Fig. 2.5. Images are analyzed via l2 patches in layer l. Each

patch η ∈ [1, . . . , l2] in layer l ∈ [1, . . . , L] analyzed independently for HAR by

action silhouette matching. As the total number of layers L increases, patch size

gets smaller and smaller and more fine local details of the image are captured.

There is tradeoff between space-time complexity and the performance. One way

to reduce computational effort is by constructing RP with the density propor-

tional to the patch size. Because information of small patch can be captured
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by few RTs. Thus smaller the patch, sparse should be the RP. During testing,

image is passed through each layer and every patch produces its recognition score

(e.g. likelihood, sparse reconstruction score [28]) sη,l. Intuitively patches nearby

core point (median point) should contain more fingerprint (silhouette) informa-

tion according to definition of core point. Consider wη,l be the weight associated

with each patch. If the patch ηi is closer to core point than patch ηj then we set

wηi,l > wηj ,l. One simple and static way to do this is to make wη,l ∝ D−1(c, η),

where D(c, η) is the Euclidean distance between core point c and the patch center

η. Score in each layer is combined as

Sl =
l2∑
η=1

wη,l · sη,l such that
l2∑
η=1

wη,l = 1. (2.8)

The score S1 gives more information about the global features than Sl>1. On

the other hand Sl>1 represents more local properties of video frame (fingerprint)

than S1. Oriented features of the silhouettes are emphasized by RP of the entire

image, so S1 ∈ [0, 1] is more important evaluation criterion than other scores.

Thus when S1 is at either of its range extremities, recognition decision can easily

be done. But the ambiguity arises when S1 falls in middle region of its range and

then we cannot rely only on it. Thus we need to take help from multiple layers

depending upon the unreliability amount
(
α = 1−2·|S1−0.5|

1+2·|S1−0.5| ∈ [0, 1]
)

of S1; which

is the non-linear function of S1, which produces high value when S1 lies in the

middle region of its range, as discussed earlier.

2.5 Inference and Classification

Training features are constructed as x = [H̃(i, j), i, j]T . Then Gaussian mix-

ture model is used to represent the feature distribution as a weighted sum of K

Gaussian components like, p(x|Θq
c) =

∑K
m=1 β

q,c
m p(x|θq,cm ), where Θq

c is the mix-
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Method Accuracy (%) 
Barattini et al. [3] 78.0 
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Figure 2.6: (a) Sample frames from all the datasets: UMN crowd behavior (1st

row), KTH (2nd row), Weizmann (3rd row), HWU gesture (4th row). It also
shows the viewpoint and illumination changes; (b) performance comparison with
[3] and [36] for HWU hand gesture dataset; (c) per class HAR rate (confusion
matrix) of the proposed method on KTH dataset.

ture model corresponding to the class c and feature type q ∈ {H̃f , H̃Of , H̃s};

βq,cm is mixing weight of the mth component and density of each component

is the normal probability distribution, p(x|θq,cm ) = N (µq,cm ,Σq,c
m ). Parameters

(β,µ,Σ) are iteratively estimated during training using Expectation Maximiza-

tion (EM) algorithm [35]. Given a test video with features Xq = {xiq}ni=1, (e.g.

x1
q = [H̃q(1, 1), 1, 1]T ), then its log-likelihood corresponding to class c is given by

L(X; Θc) =
∑
∀q

n∑
i=1

log

K∑
m=1

βq,cm p(xiq|θq,cm ). (2.9)

In multiclass classification, test sample is assigned to the class (c∗) which maxi-

mizes (2.9) as,
c∗ = argmax

c
L(X; Θc). (2.10)

2.6 Experimental Results

2.6.1 Datasets and Evaluation Details

We evaluate the proposed approach on publicly available four benchmark datasets,

viz. KTH action [6], HWU gesture [3], Weizmann action [4] and the UMN crowd

(abnormal activities) dataset [5]. Each of these consists of different types of
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human activities, which are delineated in Fig.2.6(c) and Fig.2.8 by action or ges-

ture labels of the corresponding confusion matrix. Sample frames from all these

datasets are shown in Fig.2.6(a), which shows a wide range of variations in view-

points, background noise and illumination changes. Actions in KTH dataset were

performed by 25 subjects in 4 different scenarios (indoor, outdoor, scale variation,

different cloths), with variation in the execution speed of action and illumination

changes. Weizmann dataset contains 90 low-resolution videos with 10 natural

actions performed by 9 different subjects. HWU dataset consists of 10 gestures

performed multiple times by 5 actors. UMN is the crowd activity dataset which

consists of 3 different scenes of crowd escape events having total 7740 frames with

320× 240 resolution.

We fix the parameters as, NF = 3, Nb = 32, λ = 0.1, ωb = 2π, ωB = 0.5π

radians/sample; and follow the same experimental setup as described by the

dataset publishers. Implementation is done in Matlab with Intel Core i3 2.4

GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. For UMN dataset, we train the model using

only normal activities from one scene and test on all remaining activities from all

the scenes. For KTH dataset, we used the standard splitting, dividing samples

into training and testing set (16 vs 9 subjects). And for the rest, we applied

leave-one-out cross validation as others have used in the research community.

2.6.2 Performance Analysis

Before diving into detailed empirical performance analysis, we present the com-

pactness and discriminability characteristics of the frequencygrams (H̃f s). We

considered two fairly related actions (Fig.2.7(a) walking, (b) running) and one

relatively distinct action ((c) handwaving) from the KTH dataset. Fig.2.7 shows

the sample frames (1st column), HFPs (2nd column) and H̃f s (3rd column) of

these actions. These actions were performed at different rate and for different
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Figure 2.7: HFPs and the corresponding Frequencygrams (H̃f )

time duration (NB), thereby producing HFPs with different sizes. But corre-

sponding all H̃f s have an identical size defined by the specified bandwidths (ωb

and ωB), which makes the compact and equi-dimensional representation of action

sequences. HFPs of walking and running are quite similar but the correspond-

ing H̃f s are able to uncover the underlying hidden motion dynamics and thereby

amplifying the discriminability between the action sequences. In handwaving,

the motion is distributed over all directions, so different bins of ht contribute at

different time. Thus in overall, there is variation within each ht as well as among

different hts. This information is highlighted in H̃f by high frequency compo-

nents along both vertical (b-axis) and horizontal (B-axis) direction. Whereas,

walking and running has mainly horizontal global motion pattern, so their HFPs

are concentrated within certain fixed bins of ht. Hence corresponding H̃f s con-

sist of high frequency components only along B-axis. It is interesting to observe

that, H̃f of walking contains higher frequency components (along B-axis) than

H̃f of running. It may be due to the fact that, walking consists of different set of

limb movements and as the action is being performed slowly, the motion vectors

capture all the characteristic movements (gait of a person) and causing hts to

vary rapidly along temporal direction. Whereas, in case of running, the action is
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Figure 2.8: Recognition results for each activity class using proposed method.
(a) confusion matrix for HWU hand gesture [3] dataset; (b) confusion matrix for
Weizmann [4] dataset.

performed so rapidly that small motion vectors associated with limb movements

are dominated by most of the other motion vectors representing only horizontal

global movement of the person.

Computationally H̃s, H̃f and H̃Of run at 31, 26 and 21 frames/sec respectively,

which is well suited for the real-time applications. The detailed HAR analysis for

each activity on three benchmark datasets is given in Fig.2.8 and 2.6(c), via con-

fusion matrices. On KTH dataset, the proposed method produces 94.67% mean

average precision (mAP) over all classes, where it slightly interchangeably con-

Table 2.1: Average HAR accuracy (%) comparison on benchmark datasets

Activity recognition method (Year) KTH [6] Weizmann [4]

Wang et al. (2009) [10] 89.0 97.8

Kovashka et al. (2010) [37] 94.5 -

Campos et al. (2011) [38] 91.5 96.7

Xinxiao Wu et al. (2011) [13] 94.5 -

Gao et al. (2012) [39] 92.0 -

Luo and Hu (2013) [17] - 96.7

Jiaxin Cai et al. (2013) [27] - 90.0

Our method 94.7 98.0
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Figure 2.9: Detailed experimental analysis for two activities from UMN dataset.

fuses for clapping↔handwaving and running↔walking activity pairs (Fig.2.6(c)).

For gesture recognition on HWU dataset, it achieves 98.3% mAP (see confusion

matrix in Fig.2.8(a) and comparison with others in Fig.2.6(b)) and on Weizmann

dataset it produces 98% mAP. The diagonal nature of the confusion matrices

(Fig.2.8) depicts discriminability of the proposed features. Table 2.1 compares

average HAR rate of the state-of-the-art methods on KTH [6] and Weizmann [4]

human activity datasets.

2.6.3 Abnormal Activity Detection

The proposed framework is more general and can be used for analyzing wide

range of human activities. It is tested here for abnormal activity detection on

UMN dataset [5]. Fig.2.9 gives the comprehensive experimental results on UMN
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dataset for analyzing crowd activities. Here we make use of only Frequencygrams,

the mid-level features. Other mid-level feature Spatiogram is tested for action

and gesture recognition, whereas high-level ARP features are extensively tested

for fingerprint recognition in our work [28]. Part (a) shows few sample frames

from two testing videos (Scene 1 and 2). For both cases, first three frames (green

border) belong to normal event and last three (red border) belong to abnormal

event. The bars below them show the frame-by-frame ground truth for both

videos, where normal events (green colorbar) are followed by abnormal ones (red

colorbar). Part (b) shows the different frequencygrams for different segments

from these scenes. The frequencygram shown in (b1) is constructed from the

HFP belonging to only normal events (green colorbar in (a)) from scene 1, and

(b2) is for abnormal events from the same scene. Similarly frequencygrams (b3)

and (b4) are for normal and abnormal events from scene 2 respectively. It shows

that HFP follow completely different dynamics in normal and abnormal scenar-

ios. For abnormal events, there is a great intra-ht as well as inter-ht variability,

which causes high frequency components to appear in (b2) and (b4) across both

b-axis and B-axis. Part (c) and (d) show the inter-ht variations of some of its

bins for both scenes. Bin 17 (red) responds actively to the abnormal events in

both scenes but it produces many false positives (see frames 100 to 200 in scene 1;

and several occasions in scene 2). On the other hand in scene 2, its response died

earlier (around frame 720) than actual termination of the abnormal events, where

only bin 25 (cyan) responded correctly. This shows that each bin carry different

information of the underlying events, so it is important to analyze both intra and

inter-ht dynamics for proper scene understanding, that is what frequencygrams

do. For testing, both scenes are concatenated to get sequence of 1360 frames.

Part (e) shows SVM decision scores for 2 class (normal, abnormal events) classi-

fication. For training SVM, both normal and abnormal event samples were used
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with hts as features. Similarly parts (f), (g) and (i) show decision scores for

classification using entropy, row optical flow and the proposed framework. Dis-

ordered and abrupt motion of subjects constitutes abnormality, so entropy and

optical flow rises as expected during those events. But this rise is not sufficient to

achieve good discrimination between normal and abnormal events. Where as seen

in (i), the proposed method decision score (given by (2.9)), shows great discrim-

inability (see y-axis scale is in the order of 104). In addition to this, it is stable

whereas the other scores show much noisy variations even during normal events.

Part (h) shows the frame level ROCs. The proposed method outperforms Cong

et al. [40], baseline SVM and other pattern classification techniques. SVM us-

ing frequencygrams show greater accuracy than mere histograms (hts) features,

which again shows their importance. For training, the proposed method uses

samples from only normal events to estimate the parameters of GMM model and

during testing the event which show lower likelihood are classified as abnormal

ones. Whereas SVM requires training data from both classes. All these testing

is performed online by employing sliding window protocol i.e. HFP is analyzed

in small consecutive overlapping subsets. Part (j) shows the effect of window

size on classification accuracy. Smaller window size is unable to capture enough

temporal dynamics, where as much larger size (resembles batch processing) in-

troduces lag between ground truth and predicted labels, so both of them result

in loss in performance. Part (k) shows the trained Gaussian mixture model

that we have used in these experiments, where Gaussian 8 components sufficed

to capture whole data distribution adequately. The overall abnormality detec-

tion performance comparison on UMN dataset is shown in Table 2.2. Hence high

recognition rate for wide range of activities (like human action, gesture and crowd

behavior) along with low computational cost of features, shows the effectiveness

and generality of the proposed activity recognition framework.
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Table 2.2: Performance comparison using area under receiver operating charac-
teristic curve (AUC) measure with state-of-the-art methods for abnormal event
detection in UMN dataset.

Method AUC

Optical Flow 0.84

Nearest neighbor learning 0.93

Mehran et al. (Social force model) [41] 0.96

Wu et al. (Chaotic invariant analysis) [42] 0.99

Cong et al. (Sparse reconstruction cost) [40] 0.975

Sandhan et al. (Low level motion features) [18] 0.981

Saligrama and Chen (Local stats aggregates) [43] 0.985

Ours (Dynamics of the motion histograms: mid-level features) 0.996

2.7 Conclusions

We present a novel approach for activity recognition by proposing new mid-

level (Frequencygrams, Spatiograms), high-level (Abstracted Radon Profiles) fea-

tures and making inference by maximizing collective (over all features) likelihood

of the test sample. Spatiograms capture the distribution of spatial location of

the activity occurring over the course of time. Frequencygrams extract implicit

spatio-temporal knowledge by uncovering the hidden dynamics of the motion his-

tograms by analyzing them in frequency domain. ARP captures global oriented

image (action silhouette) information. Using proposed multilayer architecture

for ARP, we can also extract local image information. They provide a natural,

compact and discriminative representation for reciprocating actions. They can

represent detailed temporal information of the activity, unlike other methods e.g.

bag-of-features which ignores the spatio-temporal dependencies. They are fast

and easy to compute, so well suitable for the real-time applications. The pro-

posed method has an advantage of being robust to camera motions and it does

not necessitate extra video preprocessing overload unlike other existing features.
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Chapter 3

Low-Level Features and

Proximity Clustering

3.1 Introduction and Prior Work

In the realm of automatic surveillance, some of the methods cluster a set of low-

level motion features into trajectories [44] and some try to identify each member

in the scene based on motion cues [45]. These methods are based on human

motion recognition and usually they necessitate the segmentation and tracking

of each person. It requires high computational cost, in addition the recognition

accuracy depends on the accuracy of video preprocessing and tracking methods

[46], [47]. Tracking-based anomaly detection algorithms [48], [49] consider object

trajectory as the key feature and model the object movement based on previously

clustered trajectories. Hidden Markov model (HMM) based representation of

trajectories has the problem of overfitting due to data shortage, so the HMM

representation based on several similar samples acquired by dynamic hierarchical

clustering [50] has been used to perform supervised learning of normal trajectory
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patterns. These object based approaches treat crowd as a collection of individuals.

These methods face several challenges such as the severe object occlusion in

crowded scene, the exploration of multimodality video sensor and multimodal

data fusion [51] and the poor quality of the surveillance footage.

On the other hand, holistic approaches treat the crowd as a single entity,

without using object tracking or segmenting individual entities. The crowdness

indicator [52] helps to distinguish static from moving crowds and can be used to

find the potential danger [51]. Like object based approaches , HMM has also been

used in holistic approaches to characterize normal behavior of a crowd [53]. The

only difference between them is that the former use object detection and tracking

methods to model trajectories, while later use an optical flow to model the en-

tire crowd. Mixtures of dynamic textures are useful for modeling normal crowd

behavior [54], where outliers are treated as anomalies. Coherent and incoherent

crowd scenes can be represented at the same time using combination of Lan-

grangian particle dynamics approach together with chaotic modeling [55]. These

approaches are only useful for management of high density crowd in confined

spaces. But their performance degrades in case of sparse scenes.

Some methods based on foreground blob analysis, binary silhouettes and

Radon transform are useful for human activity recognition [32], [28], [56], but

they are computationally expensive for real time video analysis. So we propose

efficient motion features which can be computed easily from motion vectors. We

also try to combine both, object based and holistic approaches for crowd analysis.

This helps to handle the wide range of scenarios from sparse to dense crowd.

Motivation: Fundamentally it is hard to answer, what is an abnormal event.

Completely normal event in one scenario might turn out to be abnormal in the

another situation. For instance, consider the events like, ‘a cattle is grazing

in a large open field’ and ‘a cattle is grazing in a house backyard’. In video
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processing where the background get subtracted, both are the same events; except

the scenario where the action of grazing is being performed. An important thing

that separates both events apart is the usual frequency of their occurrences. The

grazing is common action and happens frequently in an open grass field unlike

the house backyard, which makes it normal event for that situation. When the

grazing is repeatedly performed many times in the house backyard (probably in

suburb) then it becomes usual activity and should be classified as the normal

event. Hence anomalous events occur relatively infrequently.

Most of the time surveillance cameras are capturing the normal events. Now

when we look at the surveillance video in the feature space then we would find

various clusters of feature vectors. Those clusters might be spatially well sepa-

rated but semantically they would all alike with the reasoning that they will be

representing the normal events. The outliers in that feature space are nothing

but the unusual or abnormal events. Being unaware of the number of clusters or

their properties like spread or density, we can not use the conventional clustering

techniques. When operated with two clusters, each for normal and abnormal

events, the methods like k -means (KMC), hierarchical (Hie) and fuzzy c-means

(FCM) clustering perform very poorly. Spectral clustering (Spc) [57] and density

based clustering techniques (DBS) [58] fail to improve performance due to their

high sensitivity to affinity matrix [59] and algorithm parameters [60] respectively.

So we propose a novel proximity based clustering algorithm for abnormality de-

tection. Feature space is constructed from the proposed motion features.

We will first introduce the proposed motion features in sec. 3.2 and then

proximity clustering algorithm in sec. 3.3. In sec. 3.4 evaluation of the pro-

posed method over an artificial database, their comparison with existing cluster-

ing methods and its validation over real surveillance video database for abnor-

mality detection are presented. We conclude our work in sec. 3.5.
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3.2 Motion Features

The video frame at time t, is analyzed via Nmn macro-blocks. Each macro-block,

M(i, j) is of size h × w, and a dominant motion vector V t
i,j = [V t

xi,j , V
t
yi,j ] is

associated with it. If vtp is a motion vector associated with pixel p then

V t
i,j =

1

h× w
∑

p∈M(i,j)

vtp.

Different features use different block size to extract diverse information from the

motion vectors.

• Circulation (fc): The collection of all motion vectors vtp, constitutes the

motion vector field (MVF). fc measures the amount of local spin around the

perpendicular axis to the MVF. For constant or zero MVF, the fc is zero.

fc
(
M(i, j), t

)
= ∇× V t

i,j =
(∂V t

yi,j

∂x
−
∂V t

xi,j

∂y

)
. (3.1)

It helps to capture the turbulence in MVF caused by sudden abrupt movements

of the subjects in the video. It also measures the rigidity and tries to highlight

the dynamics of MVF.

• Motion Homogeneity (fh): The deviation of the dominant fc from the global

circulation within the frame, indicates the motion homogeneity of the event. The

region of dominant circulation is given as,

Rfc(t) = argmax
M(i,j)

fc(M(i, j), t), (3.2)

then,

fh(t) =
exp
(∣∣∇× [ 1

h×w
∑

p∈Rfc (t) v
t
p]
∣∣)

1 + exp(|fc(M(i, j), t)|)
. (3.3)
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• Motion Orientation (fo): It captures the directional information of the

scene. The range of motion orientation is quantized into N0 bins, each of size 2π
N0

.

EachM(i, j) is associated with orientation of its V t
i,j as, Φt

i,j = arctan(V t
yi,j , V

t
xi,j ).

Let K and I be the N0 dimensional vectors defined as, K = [1, 2, · · · , N0]T and

I = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T . Consider a vector valued Heaviside step function as follows,

H(x) = [u(x1), u(x2), · · · , u(xN0)]T ,

where,

u(x) =


1 if x > 0

0 otherwise,

then the feature vector fo is given as,

fo(t) =
1

Nmn

∑
∀M(i,j)

H
( π

N0
I −

∣∣Φt
i,jI −

2π

N0
K
∣∣). (3.4)

• Stationarity (fs): It captures how likely the active objects in the scene re-

mains stationary. In the video, objects are tracked [61] to get the set of bounding

boxes B. Let α be the constant tuning parameter for adjusting the feature quality.

Stationarity map Smap is found first to obtain fs as follows,

Smap(p, t) =


exp(−α|vtp|) if p ∈ B

−1 otherwise.

fs
(
M(i, j), t

)
=

1

h× w
∑

p∈M(i,j)

Smap(p, t). (3.5)
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• Temporal Smoothing (f → f τ ): Sudden illumination changes and camera

shakes make frame by frame feature extraction susceptible to errors. In addition,

the change in motion vectors within few consecutive frames is very small. So the

above features (f) are averaged temporally over Nτ consecutive frames. Let tτ be

any key frame then next key frame is given as tτ+1 = tτ +Nτ and final features

are obtained as,

f τ (tτ ) =
1

Nτ

∑
t∈(tτ ,tτ+1)

f(t). (3.6)

So we are obtaining the features only from the key frames. For experimentation

(sec. 6.5), Nτ is set 20 and within that time there is not any significant change

in the events. So this video analysis via small video clips, helps to suppress noise

from sudden illumination changes and failure of object tracking method.

3.3 Algorithmic Framework

3.3.1 Discussion

It is assumed that the database X (the set of m dimensional input samples)

contains an unique dominant pattern. Here, X is comprised of various feature

vectors (xi), which are extracting different information from the given surveillance

scenario. For the dominant one-class case like normal events occurring in the

video, the various xi will try to convey the same information. So the elements

of X may get scattered in m dimensional feature space at different places but

they will be indicating the same underlying pattern. When the actual event in

the given problem gets repeated several times, the feature pattern will also start

repeating. This leads to formation of the many clusters, which are scattered

in that feature space. The thing is that, we do not know how many clusters
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there will be, their location (cluster centers), density or spread. They might be

of irregular shapes like interwind together or having spiral shapes with leaving

voids inbetween them. The only thing we know here is that all of the clusters

would be representing the same phenomenon. So we can say that there is only

one cluster which is poriferous in nature.

Popular clustering techniques like k -means, hierarchical and fuzzy c-means

clustering perform very poorly in this case. These types of clustering methods

are restricted to the data having notion of a centroid. They can not handle the

non-globular data of different sizes and densities. It also fails to identify outliers

and the final clustering result depends upon the initial choice of seeds.

The density based clustering technique like DBScan (DBS) can find irregular

shaped poriferous clusters. Because unlike centroid based clustering techniques,

the cluster structure is represented by certain important data points themselves.

It finds all these separated clusters independently and return their indices, which

can be considered as same index to get the unique porous type of cluster. But

the DBS depends upon the parameters like maximum neighborhood radius (ε)

and the minimum number of points in ε neighborhood of the core point. And

it is very sensitive to these parameters [60]. That is the slight change in ε,

widely changes the output cluster structure. Also unlike FCM clustering, the

cluster structure is rigid in nature i.e. each point either belongs to cluster or

not. There is no ‘degree of belongingness’ assigned to each point, which leads to

degradation of the pattern classification performance with increase in false alarms.

When the different clusters have very different densities or they are in hierarchies,

then being dependent on sensitive parameters DBS fails to find proper cluster

structure. Also when the underlying problem involves heavy computational tasks

like video processing, then speed is the major concern while applying density

based clustering methods.
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So to solve these problems, a new Proximity clustering algorithm has been

proposed here. It is useful for capturing an imperative pattern, which might

be spatially diverse but semantically similar. It represents the porous cluster

in the form of flexible structure using proximity vectors along with degree of

belongingness is assigned to each of them.

3.3.2 Algorithm

Let X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN} be the dataset of m dimensional N input samples.

Then ∆X = {D(xi,xj)|1 ≤ j < i ≤ N} is multiset of cardinality, |∆X| =
(
N
2

)
,

where xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,m]T and

cov(xi,xj) =
1

m

m∑
l=1

(xi,l − x̄i)(xj,l − x̄j)

std(xi) =

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
l=1

(xi,l − x̄i)2 , x̄i =
1

m

m∑
l=1

xi,l

D(xi,xj) = 1−
∣∣∣ cov(xi,xj)

std(xi) · std(xj)

∣∣∣. (3.7)

Here D(·) is treated as the distance measure between two feature vectors. The

multiset, ∆X contains all the information necessary to preform proximity clus-

tering. The distance of kth nearest neighbor give an idea about the density of the

surrounding points. Let d(k)(xi) be the kth minimum distance between xi and

rest of the elements from X, given as

d(k)(xi) = kthmin
∀xj∈X\xi

D(xi,xj). (3.8)

Note that, d(k)(xi) ∈ ∆X, so it can be found readily. Let (X, d(k)) be a metric

space and let the elements of X are classified, as degree to which they belong

to a unique cluster, by the function f : X → [0, 1]. As the large porous cluster

consists of small scattered clusters, xj shares approximately similar class as xi
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if xj is the nearest neighbor to xi, i.e. f(xi) ≈ f(xj). Metric space with d(k),

captures this property and changing k, changes the corresponding metric space.

Here we clarify few more notations to simplify the explanation of the algo-

rithm. Let S be the ordered set of elements and I be the any random index set

with |I| ≤ |S|, then δ(S, I) is the set of elements picked from S according to indices

in I. Thus |δ(S, I)| = |I|. Let I = {1, 2, · · · , N} be the index set corresponding to

the elements of X. Now define the function construct(S1,S2) which combines any

two sets of equal cardinality (i.e. |S1| = |S2|), to form a pair-set. For example,

construct(d(k)(X), I) =
{

(d(k)(x1), 1), (d(k)(x2), 2), · · · , (d(k)(xN ), N)
}

. These

pair-sets are nothing but the different ‘layers’ of neighborliness measure around

feature points. The relationship among the elements of the pair-set gives an in-

formation about the distribution of the entire data and thereby about the unique

porous cluster. For example, initial layer is given as, L1 = construct(d(k)(X), I).

Whereas the function distruct(·), separates the pair-set into its two original sets.

The function sortpairset(·) rearranges the pair-set elements in ascending order,

according to only 1st element (d(k)(·) for L1) of the pairs. Forward difference

operator ∆(+)(·) finds the difference between adjacent elements of an ordered

set, except for the 1st element, which is subtracted from itself. For example,

|∆(+)(xi)| =
{
|xi,1 − xi,1|, |xi,2 − xi,1|, · · · , |xi,m − xi,m−1|

}
.

Proximity clustering is descrived in algorithm 3.3.1. Steps 24 and 25 perform

the multiset union operation, which may contain repetitive elements like, {a, b}]

{b, c} = {a, b, b, c}. Steps 6 to 11 build the different metric spaces by constructing

different layers. Backtracking from the metric spaces to the original feature space

is done with the help of set of indices attached to each layer. It helps to find the

proximity vectors, which form the dominant cluster. For each proximity vector,

the degree of belongingness to dominant cluster is found using the same distance

measure which has been used to construct different metric spaces.
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Algorithm 3.3.1 PxC: Proximity Clustering

input: database X, k, number of layers L ≥ 2, index from the last 1 ≤ i ≤ k
output: Proximity pairs P

1: construct ∆X from X
2: make d(k)(X) by choosing elements from ∆X
3: L1 = construct(d(k)(X), I)
4: set of proximity vectors Px = ∅ with degree Pd = ∅
5: lastIndx = N − i

6: \∗ forward traversal by layer formation ∗\
7: for layer l from 1 to L do
8: Ll = sortpairset(Ll)
9:

[
d

(k)
l , Il

]
= distruct(Ll)

10: d
′(k)
l = |∆(+)(d

(k)
l )|

11: Ll+1 = construct(d
′(k)
l , I)

12: end for

13: \∗ backtrack through the layers ∗\
14: for layer l from L to 1 do
15: prevIndx = δ(Il, lastIndx)
16: lastIndx = prevIndx
17: end for

18: \∗ collect proximity vectors with their degree ∗\
19: for index i from 1 to N do
20: properIndx = δ(I1, i)
21: if properIndx = lastIndx then
22: break
23: else
24: Px = δ(X, properIndx) ] Px
25: Pd = ( 1−d(k)(Px)

1+2d(k)(Px)
)2 ] Pd

26: end if
27: end for
28: P = construct(Px, Pd)
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3.4 Experimental Results

The quality of clustering methods is evaluated using purity and entropy, which

are widely used to evaluate the performance of unsupervised learning algorithms

[62]. The purity measure evaluates the coherence of a cluster. Consider the

database having |DB| points of M different categories. Let C be the cluster of

size |C| and having nci points from the category ci then |C| =
∑M

i=1 n
ci and purity

of C is given as,

P (C) =
1

|C|
max
∀ci

(nci). (3.9)

For an ideal cluster having points from a single category, its purity is 1. The

higher the purity, the better the quality of the cluster is. Whereas the entropy

measure evaluates the distribution of categories within a cluster [63] as,

E(C) = − 1

log(M)

M∑
i=1

nci

|C|
log
(nci
|C|

)
. (3.10)

The averaged entropy is the weighted sum of the individual entropy from all K

clusters as,

E =

K∑
i=1

|Ci|
|DB|

E(Ci). (3.11)

For more detail analysis, the dominant class clustering problem is cast as the

classification problem. The data points, which are clustered in the dominant class

according to the ground truth, are considered as true positives. This framework

allows us to find true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).

For clustering performance comparison, various artificial data points are con-

structed as shown in 1st column of the Fig. 3.1. 1st row shows the concentric
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Figure 3.1: Different artificially generated data points and clustering performance
comparison of various algorithms.

circles (concir) data points, 2nd row is of star and 3rd row shows spiral pattern.

The density of points has also been varied spatially within each data points for

evaluating the robustness of the clustering algorithms. In concir dataset, the

innermost circle has the highest density with almost 60% of the data samples

are lying within it. Similarly star and spiral dataset has the highest density at

the central region and the data samples become sparse gradually. Ground truth

for these data is that the closely and densely spaced points forming the colony of

their own constitute the dominant class and rest of the points are either from rare

classes or outliers. So here we can consider there are two clusters viz. the domi-

nant class and class having rest of the other points. Thus to perform clustering

via KMC, Hie, FCM and Spc the parameter, #clusters, is set to 2.

For this artificial dataset, Fig. 3.1 shows the clustering results and qualitative

performance comparison with other clustering methods. The colorbar associated

with FCM and Prx shows the degree of belongingness for each data point to one

particular cluster. We can see that Spc, DBS and Prx can solve the dominant
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Table 3.1: The performance comparison of the proposed method (Prx clustering)
with existing methods for anomaly detection in UMN dataset

Method Accuracy

Optical Flow [41] 84 %

Social Force [41] 96 %

Chaotic Invariants [42] 99 %

Neural network learning 93 %

Sparse reconstruction cost [40] 97.5 %

Local statistical aggregates [43] 98.5 %

Proximity Clustering (Prx: proposed) 98.1 %

class clustering problem where the performance of DBS and Prx is much better.

In the results of Prx clustering, we can see that the degree of belongingness to

dominant class is close to 1 for densely spaced samples and 0 for the outliers.

Table 3.2 gives the much detail quantitative performance comparison for the

same dataset. Quantitatively both DBS and Prx methods are better performing

than rest of the methods, while Prx gives the minimum average entropy for all

datasets.

For abnormal event detection, the Prx clustering is performed in the feature

space constructed from the smoothed features f τ as given in (3.6). The events

whose features do not belong or having less degree of belongingness to the dom-

inant class are classified as unusual events. The performance is evaluated on

UMN dataset [5], which contains initially normal events and then followed by

abnormal ones. In the normal event scenario, people are walking and interacting

casually and abnormal activity includes the events like attack of panic, where

all people suddenly run apart. Table 3.1, shows the performance comparison of

proposed method with the existing algorithms. In addition, the proposed method

has an advantage of incremental learning. New unseen event get first classified

as unusual event, but if its occurrence is repeated then it will be automatically
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Table 3.2: Clustering performance evaluation on artificial dataset and comparison
with various methods

Database Performance Measure KMC Hie FCM Spc DBS Prx

P (C1) 0.952 0.946 0.944 0.949 0.993 1.000
P (C2) 0.055 0.046 0.048 0.052 1.000 1.000

concir E 0.293 0.293 0.292 0.293 0.058 0.000
TPR 0.536 0.689 0.430 0.712 1.000 1.000
FPR 0.500 0.724 0.474 0.711 0.132 0.000

P (C1) 0.931 0.890 0.941 0.956 0.983 0.996
P (C2) 0.077 0.059 0.086 0.220 1.000 1.000

star E 0.374 0.369 0.372 0.340 0.117 0.037
TPR 0.613 0.253 0.507 0.864 1.000 1.000
FPR 0.586 0.400 0.407 0.507 0.221 0.057

P (C1) 0.963 0.956 0.959 0.999 1.000 1.000
P (C2) 0.034 0.034 0.036 1.000 0.649 0.958

spiral E 0.234 0.233 0.234 0.015 0.054 0.009
TPR 0.497 0.414 0.427 1.000 0.978 0.998
FPR 0.478 0.478 0.461 0.026 0.000 0.000

classified as normal event in subsequent video clips. That is the method self

learns to the new normal events in an unsupervised manner.

3.4.1 Improving image classification

Bag-of-Features (BoF) captures invariance aspects of the local image features

by depicting their orderless collection. It has shown excellent performance for

various visual classification tasks. Dictionary learning is nothing but obtaining

the compact representation of BoF through clustering of features from all dataset

images. These clusters are ‘visual words’, which form the visual codebook. Each

image is described as the normalized histogram of codebook entries. This BoF

representation is treated as the new image feature vector (IFV). This procedure

does not consider class labels of the images; which are used, only after getting

IFV, for image classification using supervised learning methods.
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Figure 3.2: System for obtaining bag of features representation with PxC

PxC helps to embed the class label information for obtaining IFV as shown in

Fig. 3.2. Let the database contains images fromN different classes {C1, C2, · · · , CN}.

The function f(Ci), extracts various features from all the images of class Ci. And

these features are semantically similar as they are from the same image class. So

as described in sec. 6.1 and 3.3.1, PxC finds a porous cluster in the form of prox-

imity vectors by removing outliers and infrequent patterns. Then all proximity

vectors are sent for the dictionary learning, which is followed by the procedure

of obtaining IFV.

Image classification experiments were performed on Caltech categories [64]

dataset containing total 3188 images from 5 different classes. Filter bank is con-

structed as in [65], for extracting various image features. Different multiclass

classification tasks were performed for properly assessing the benefits of the PxC.

Fig. 3.3 shows the average classification accuracy obtained after 10 fold cross

validation. It shows that the use of PxC for obtaining IFV, improves the classi-

fication accuracy of each classification task.
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Figure 3.3: Improvement in image classification accuracy (%) using PxC
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Figure 3.4: Unsupervised image segmentation using PxC and qualitative com-
parison with k-means clustering segmentation. (best viewed after zooming in)

3.4.2 Improving unsupervised image segmentation

Training images are not always available to perform robust segmentation. So

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, medical images, texture dominant, satel-

lite and telescopic images are need to be segmented in an unsupervised manner.

Segmentation performance can be improved by first performing PxC over CIE

Lab color space of an image, which helps to retain the coherent colors. Then

KMC is performed over proximity vectors to get k clusters, which form the k

segmented parts of an image. After this the feature points from each cluster are

represented with their spacial co-ordinates corresponding to original image and

again PxC is performed on them. It smooths out the segmented parts by making

them compact and thereby improves the segmentation accuracy.

Fig. 3.4 (a) shows the original images; (b) and (d) are their segmented parts

(background and foreground respectively) by using KMC alone; whereas (c) and

(e) segments are obtained by alternatively employing PxC on two different feature

spaces along with KMC as explained previously. Segments (b), (d) are noisy,

firstly because (b) contains extraneous foreground information which should be

present in (d) and, secondly they are speckled. Whereas (c), (e) are less noisy,

containing much vivid colors and continuous parts.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this work we have solved the abnormal event detection in surveillance video

problem by proposing the Proximity (Prx) clustering algorithm. It performs the

dominant class clustering and rejects the rest of the points which are either from

sparse classes or outliers. We also have proposed the motion features namely

circulation, motion homogeneity, motion orientation and stationarity, which help

to extract the relevant information from the scene necessary for abnormal event

detection.

The quantitative and qualitative clustering performance comparison on arti-

ficial dataset shows that the Prx clustering outperforms the other existing algo-

rithms for single dominant class clustering. It also has an advantage that for each

data sample, it gives the degree of belongingness to the dominant cluster. This

helps to produce the flexible porous cluster structure of the dominant class. Prx

clustering in the motion feature space gives the easy way to detect the abnormal

events with comparable detection accuracy with the existing methods. It also

has capability of incremental learning that it learns about the new normal events

in an unsupervised manner.

The Prx clustering is promising for outlier rejection when the sample points

belong to only one class. More motion features can easily be added in the pro-

posed framework to improve the anomaly detection performance. But there is

trade off between the computation time and the performance, since analysis of

video events in higher dimensional feature space is much more complicated and

extracting more number of features will also take longer time. Our future work

will try to address these issues and opportunities.
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Chapter 4

Graph Pyramid: A hierarchical

graph analysis framework

4.1 Introduction and Prior Work

Human action and gesture recognition are crucial facets of an automated video

surveillance system, because they assist in understanding the semantic concepts

and the subtle patterns of the human behavior. A rich palette of numerous ideas

have been put forward over the last decade on human activity recognition (HAR)

by employing diverse visual information. Graphical modeling is a promising ap-

proach for uncovering the hidden activity patterns from the video, as it gives the

capability to efficiently assess all possible interactions among the graph nodes.

For HAR involving interactions between people, [66] has used the graph-based

spectral matching of the local features and [67] has modeled the entire scene as an

error-free graph with each node corresponds to a patch of the scene and an edge

represents the activity correlation between the patches. They inherently lack in

semantic activity information as they use primitive and mid-level features. Also,
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building a graph for each temporally evolving motion sequence and performing

graph matching are computationally very expensive operations. Individual HAR

has been performed by encoding the actions in a weighted directed graph us-

ing salient body postures as a graph nodes [68]. Whereas [69] has constructed

a star skeleton graph using body contours and [70] has performed graph mod-

eling of temporal causal relations of the body joint movements which requires

motion capture data. [71] and [72] have encoded the spatio-temporal interest

points and SIFT local features in-to the graph respectively. These features need

to be extracted only within tight neighborhood of the person, so they require

precise tracking information. Needs of salient detection and tracking, usually

make local feature based approaches to meet limitations in real-life applications,

where obstacles like occlusions, scarce computational resources, viewpoint and

illumination changes are ubiquitous. Whereas holistic approaches produce more

robust features at lower computational cost. So our approach follows this vein

for video representation.

Unlike other methods, we encode entire class of the activity in the graph

topology, where each node represents the sample motion sequence from the same

class. In this modeling, the test sample is just another graph node, so graph

matching is not necessary for making inference. Methods based on similarity

clustering [73], k-nearest neighbors and phylogenetic clustering [74] just look for

closely interacting nodes nearby the query. But they fail to account for inter-

actions among the closely interacting neighborhood of the query, which leaves

the room for performance improvement. Also, individual variability of the ac-

tions due to changes in the background, actors, illumination and the viewpoints

introduce subtleties in each action class.

So we propose a graphical model for HAR. Unlike other methods, we con-

struct the graph of the entire action class by representing each motion sequence
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Figure 4.1: (a) Graph Pyramid (GP): a hierarchical graph analysis, (b) Building
of Action-Action Similarity (AAS) network with varying threshold shows the
formation of hubs. Here class c is formed by the samples from action boxing in
KTH [6] dataset.

as a node. Training embeds the class specific information in the graph edges

via our modified quadratic-Chi distance. Hierarchical graphical analysis makes

it possible to uncover the hidden subtleties of the action family by considering

interactions among the neighborhood nodes to the query. Some of the salient

features of the proposed method include, incremental training capability and

computational efficient inference about the query.

4.2 Method and Graph Modeling

Holistic features like motion energy images [75], template based representation

[76] and Zernike moments [77] can succinctly describe the entire motion sequence.

However bag-of-words based modeling can produce the global action representa-

tion, even by using local (silhouette, gesture, optical flow) [77] and mid-level

(spatio-temporal cuboids, object trajectories) features. These methods produce

a unique histogram per action sequence (denoted as si) by keeping account of

occurrences of all dictionary words or templates.
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4.2.1 Graph Construction

The proposed algorithm uses graphical modeling of the action sequences from

each action class. Let the set of class labels for the action database having total

M classes be CM = {c1, c2, c3, · · · , cM}. For class c ∈ CM , let scti be the ith

training action sequence. Similarly s
cq
q is the new query sequence whose class

label cq is what we have to infer. This part is addressed later in the algorithm

section 4.2.4.

Let class c has N training sequences, then the set of vertices in similarity

space is defined as, V c = {sct1 , s
c
t2 , · · · , s

c
tN
}. Strength of an edge between the

vertices scti and sctj is given by the quadratic Chi distance [78] between them,

like eci,j = QCAm(scti , s
c
tj ); where 0 < m < 1 is normalization factor and A is

the feature dimension similarity matrix. For a particular class c, some group of

feature dimensions produce high or low response together and consistently over

all samples. So to make use of this inherent dynamics among feature dimension,

we propose a new similarity matrix tailored towards each action class. Let mean

feature of c be s̄ct = 1
N

∑N
i=1 s

c
ti , then for the same class,

Ac[i, j] = 1− | s̄ct [i]− s̄ct [j] |
max(s̄ct [i], s̄

c
t [j])

. (4.1)

This similarity matrix is pre-computed via training, so eci,j computation is linear

in the non-zero entries of Ac. These edges form the set Ec = {ec1,1, ec1,2, · · · , ecN,N}.

Now graph of the action class c∈CM is given by G(V c,Ec). This is a weighted and an

undirected graph. An edge weight is nothing but the degree of action similarity.

For constructing G(V c,Ec), we just need to consider action interactions within only

class c. Number of samples in a class is a way smaller than that of entire database.

So graphs of all classes can be easily and independently constructed, which are

called as Action-Action-Similarity (AAS) networks
(
see Fig.4.1(b)

)
.
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4.2.2 Graph Analysis

In action similarity graphs, modularity, local clustering and scale-free topology

coexist, due to the presence of multiple viewpoints and repetition of similar mo-

tions. To explain this phenomenon we need the hierarchy, so graphs are analyzed

in hierarchical manner. At each hierarchical level, the edges with weights lower

than certain threshold are pruned. After this the survived edges are considered to

be weightless. So the graph topology changes along hierarchical levels, where the

graph becomes unweighted and remains undirected. It helps to extract different

graph features for even weakly similar hits (action matches) and thus captures

the complex relationship within the action class.

For any set S, let c ∈ S, ı̂ be an indicator variable and the null set, ∅ = {}

then ‘set element’ is formed as, δ(c, ı̂) = {c if (̂ı = 1) | else ∅}. Cardinality of a

set (|S|), is the number of elements it has. Let H(x) = {1 if (x > 0) | else 0} be

the Heaviside-step function, then for a graph of c at certain hierarchy (i.e. at

threshold τ), the edge set is given as,

dEceτ =
⋃

eci,j∈Ec
δ(eci,j , H(eci,j − τ)). (4.2)

For notation simplicity lets represent the corresponding graph as G(V c, Ec, τ)

instead of G(V c, dEceτ ), and note that G(V c, Ec) = G(V c, Ec, 0)
(
see Fig.4.1(a)

)
.

Let the multiset union operation for any sets be S1 ] S2 ={{S1 ∪ S2} , {S1 ∩ S2}}

and note that |S1 ] S2| = |S1|+ |S2|, thus united set contains repetitive elements

when {S1 ∩ S2} 6= ∅. It obeys associative and commutative laws like numerical

addition. After adding the query scq to the original graph G(V c, Ec), we will get

the new graph G(V c
q , E

c
q), where V c

q = V c ] scqq , and the edges among vertices in

the set V c
q are given by Ecq .
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Figure 4.2: Explanation for GTFs. (a) SMs with different powers, (b) Example
graph to explain AC and RC, (c) Different queries (q1, q2) affect the graph spread
(GE) differently, (d) TR and SM capture different network properties.

4.2.3 Graph Topological Features (GTF)

Most of the real world and biological (scale-free) networks communicate via few

highly connected nodes known as Hubs. These hubs determine network’s proper-

ties [79]. In real world networks like airline route map, the important cities form

hubs. In case of human activities, some people have peculiar way of performing

motions (e.g. gait of a person). But to accomplish particular action (walking)

they always have to go through specific limb movements (moving a pair of legs in

turn). So same action class sequences show high degree of connectedness in the

similarity space, which shows the possibility of hub formation in G(V c,Ec).

Fig.4.1(b) shows the building of AAS network with varying threshold for

boxing action from KTH dataset. We can see that as the threshold is lowered,

more hubs are starting to build up. We are not interested in the detail assessment

of whether the network is scale-free (a power-law degree distribution [79]) or not.

But above analysis helps to guide us for finding proper features which take graph

topology (i.e. complex relationships among action sequences) in to account. Also,

different action families have different characteristics. Thus use of single graph

feature may not be effective. Features are selected such that they could extract

uncorrelated as well as vital information from the network.
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• Average Clustering coefficient (AC): For a node n, the clustering co-

efficient Cn, measures the extent to which neighbors of n are also neighbors of

each other [79]. Thus it is nothing but the density of sub-graph induced by the

neighborhood of n. For the graph G(V,E) with n ∈ V , let Nn be the number of

neighbors of n and En is the number of connected edges between them, then the

AC is given by,

AC
(
G(V,E)

)
=

1

|V |
∑
n∈V

(
2En

Nn(Nn − 1)

)
. (4.3)

A clique is a maximal complete sub-graph where all the vertices are connected. Cn

quantifies how close the node’s neighbors are to form a clique among themselves.

It represents a network’s potential modularity and Cn of the most real networks

is much larger than that of a random network. AC distribution is found to

be effective for an identification of modularity in the metabolic networks [80].

Consider the example shown in Fig.4.2(b). Node c has 4 neighbors (Nc), having

2 connected edges (Ec) among them (a to b and d to e), which forms Cc = 1
3 and

then AC = 13
15 . When s

cq
q is attached to G(V c,Ec), it may change its AC. For a

given s
cq
q the change in AC at threshold τ ∈ τAC is given as,

∆AC(c, τ) = AC
(
G(V cq ,E

c
q ,τ)
)
−AC

(
G(V c,Ec,τ)

)
. (4.4)

• Rich Club coefficient (RC): The ‘rich-club’ phenomenon refers to the ten-

dency of nodes with high centrality to form tightly interconnected communities.

Degree (d) of a node is the number of directly connected neighbors. High degree

nodes (rich nodes) are much more likely to form tight and well interconnected

sub-graphs than low degree nodes [81]. Thus hubs are generated through ‘rich-

gets-richer’ mechanism. A quantitative definition of the rich-club phenomenon is

given by the rich-club coefficient (φ). Let Nd>r be the number of vertices having
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degree greater than r and Ed>r be the number of edges among them then,

RC
(
G(V,E), r

)
= φ(r) =

2Ed>r
Nd>r(Nd>r − 1)

. (4.5)

For the example in Fig.4.2(b), φ(1) = 3
5 . In a complex network, φ is a novel

probe for finding topological correlations and it yields vital information about

network’s underlying architecture [81]. Similarly as explained earlier, the change

in RC at threshold τ ∈ τRC is given as,

∆RC(c, τ, r) = RC
(
G(V cq ,E

c
q ,τ), r

)
−RC

(
G(V c,Ec,τ), r

)
. (4.6)

• Star Motifs (SM): Previous analysis showed the existence of hubs in AAS

network. Features like mean path length and degree distribution [79], nicely

quantifies hub like properties of the network. But they are computationally ex-

pensive for large action database, so simple and elegant features are needed.

Hubs indicate existence of star shaped patterns (star-motifs). Define, power (p)

of SM as the degree of the centered node. Fig.4.2(a) shows the SM with various

powers. Each node in the training graph is already assigned with node degree,

so that SM can be easily computed. This simple feature answers the questions

like, ‘does s
cq
q give rise to new hubs’ and ‘what is the increased strength of hubs’.

Consider SM(·, p), which finds the number of SM of power p then change in SM

at threshold τ ∈ τSM is given as,

∆SM(c, τ, p) = SM
(
G(V cq ,E

c
q ,τ), p

)
− SM

(
G(V c,Ec,τ), p

)
. (4.7)

• Triangles (TR): In a graph, the smallest clique with three nodes is a triangle.

The number of triangles, gives an important information about structure of the

network. Let the graph G(V c,Ec) be represented by N×N adjacency matrix [Ec],

whose (i, j)th entry is given as, [Ec](i, j) = H(eci,j), then the number of triangles
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in the graph are given as,

TR
(
G(V c, Ec)

)
=

1

6

N∑
i=1

[Ec]3 (i, i). (4.8)

Either the graph is dense or sparse, TR can be computed readily within the same

time. TR inherently captures different network properties than SM. Formation

of new triangles in a graph indicates the fact that ‘query interacts simultane-

ously to the already interacting nodes’. Fig.4.2(d) illustrates this difference more

elaborately. Query node q interacts with nodes a, b, c and d. After interaction, 1

triangle is formed since only nodes b and c are previously interacting and at node

a the SM power has increased from 3 to 4. Due to query interaction, the newly

formed number of triangles ∆TR(c, t), are found similarly like (4.4).

• Graph Energy (GE): The original graph structure changes when query in-

teracts with it. Fig.4.2(c) shows two different type of query interaction with the

same graph, where edge length is proportional to its weight. When only q1 in-

teracts with a graph then its spread remains almost unaffected but in case of q2

interaction, graph’s spread alters drastically. GE is defined as the sum of the

absolute eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix [82], and given as follows,

GE
(
G(V c, Ec)

)
=

N∑
i=1

λi

(
[Ec]

)
. (4.9)

Since GE depends only on adjacency matrix, the graph density doesn’t affect

its computation time. The effect of query interaction on the original graph is

captured by the change in GE (∆GE(c,t)), given similarly like (4.4). We are dealing

with graphs whose edge strength is the similarity between connecting nodes,

which is inverse of the usual edge length definition. So we need to look for

maximum ∆GE(c, t).
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the algorithm 4.2.1 for 5 different queries. For simplicity
assume TAC = 0, τAC = {τ1, τ2, τ3} and only 3 action classes i.e. |CM | = 3.
Each qi is analyzed first at the highest level (τ3) where we look for all classes
c ∈ CM , having ∆AC(c, τ3) > TAC and collect them in CAC ⊆ CM . For q1

we can not find any such classes c at τ3, so we descend the GP to τ2 level
and discover CAC = {c2, c3} with τ∗ = τ2. This secondary threshold (TAC)
is necessary, otherwise there will be many spurious classes

(
false positives (FPs)

)
having nonzero ∆AC(·).

4.2.4 Algorithm

Graphs are analyzed hierarchically (sec.4.2.2) and threshold plays an important

role in making hierarchical graph structure. If the query can interact at the higher

layer of GP (see Fig.4.1(a)), then it means its a strong interaction. Because in

GP as the level rises, threshold also increases; and at every level, graph edges

can only be formed if their strength is greater than the given threshold. Let

T =
{
{τAC}, {τRC}, {τSM}, {τTR}, {τGE}

}
, be a set of sets, defining few threshold

levels corresponding to each GTF. Fig.4.3 explains the GP search subroutine

(algorithm 4.2.1) for the feature AC. Where, τ∗ is the maximum threshold (also

defines maximum GP level) at which query starts interacting with some of the

AAS networks. Let’s represent this subroutine by abusing notation for simplicity

as, CAC ←− argmax
c∈CM

H
(
∆AC(c, τ∗)− TAC

)
. (4.10)

Maximum value of H(·) is 1, so all the arguments (classes c) are assigned to CAC

whenever it produces output 1. For reducing FPs, the subroutine for SM and TR
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Algorithm 4.2.1 Graph pyramid (GP) search subroutine

input: s
cq
q ; secondary threshold TAC ; primary threshold τAC = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn},

τi > τj for i > j
output: CAC , τ∗

1: CAC = ∅
2: for τ ∈ τAC from τn to τ1 do
3: if CAC = ∅ then
4: for all classes c ∈ CM do
5: IAC = H

(
∆AC(c, τ)− TAC

)
6: CAC = CAC ] δ(c, IAC)
7: τ∗ = τ
8: end for
9: end if

10: end for

slightly changes (see algorithm 4.2.2). Here we look for k maximally influenced

classes from CRC by the query. Thus classes only from CRC are assessed (voted)

again by the features SM and TR. Subroutine for GE finds the class from

CSM ∪ CTR for which ∆GE(·) is maximum. Thus this produces hierarchical

voting scheme (algorithm 4.2.2) which helps to improve HAR rate and to reduce

computational load. Each GTF has an ability to extract different information

from different levels of the action family GP. However, applying each GTF to

entire GP, is computationally inefficient when dealing with large number of action

families. In addition, it may add up the FPs, when decision is being made at

much lower GP level than the level defined by τ∗. To avoid these issues, the GP

based hierarchical voting is necessary. And the rational behind placing different

GTFs at different GP levels, is explained in the experimental sec.4.3.

4.3 Experimental Results

Datasets and evaluation details. We evaluated the proposed approach on

publicly available three action and one gesture benchmark datasets, viz. UCF-
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Algorithm 4.2.2 Classification by hierarchical voting

training: all G(V c, Ec) are constructed ∀c ∈ CM
input: s

cq
q , r, p, k, TAC , TRC and threshold set T

output: cq

1: CAC ←− argmaxc∈CM H
(
∆AC(c, τ∗)− TAC

)
2: CRC ←− argmaxc∈CAC H

(
∆RC(c, τ∗, r)− TRC

)
3: CSM ←− arg k-maxc∈CRC ∆SM(c, τ∗, p)
4: CTR ←− arg k-maxc∈CRC ∆TR(c, τ∗)
5: CGE ←− argmaxc∈CSM∪CTR ∆GE(c, τ∗)
6: ψq = mode

(
CAC ] CRC ] CSM ] CTR ] CGE

)
7: if |ψq| ≥ 2 then
8: CSM ←− argmaxc∈CRC ∆SM(c, τ∗)
9: CTR ←− argmaxc∈CRC ∆TR(c, τ∗)

10: ψ
′
q = mode

(
CSM ] CTR ] CGE

)
11: if |ψ′q| ≥ 2 then
12: cq = CGE
13: else
14: cq = ψ

′
q

15: end if
16: else
17: cq = ψq
18: end if

sports [7], KTH [6], Weizmann [4] action datasets and HWU [3] gesture dataset.

They consist of different types of actions, some of which are delineated in Fig.4.4

by labels of the corresponding confusion matrix. After cross validation, we set,

p∗ = 2 for all GP levels, while r∗ is 3 for lower and 5 for higher GP levels. We used

template based global representation [76] for each action sequence and followed

the same experimental setup as described by the dataset publishers.

Building the pyramid. First, each GTF was tested independently for

various thresholds, where the class producing maximum change in that GTF

for a given s
cq
q , was selected as the output. These output labels were produced

with either correct decision (cd), wrong decision (wd) or no decision (nd when

|cq| 6= 1). Then, precision = cd
cd+wd . Fig.4.4(a) shows the plots of precision vs
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Figure 4.4: (a) Precision vs threshold for all GTFs, (b) Incremental learning
advantage, (c) Confusion matrix (KTH [6]) , (d) Normalized computational
time for GTFs, their collective decision with and without GP hierarchy (GP Hie,
No Hie), (e) Confusion matrix (UCF-sports [7] dataset).

threshold for all GTFs. High precision indicates low wrong decisions. AC and

RC produce high precision as threshold rises, so these GTFs are appointed to

work at higher levels of GP. So at high threshold, it is more likely that CAC and

CRC contain true output class. Thus it is sufficient to apply other GTFs, to the

GPs generated from either CAC or CRC . On the other hand, GE produces high

precision for low threshold. One of the possible reasons behind this is that, the

higher the threshold, the sparser will be the graph. So eigen-decomposition of

the adjacency matrix to calculate GE will not give any information as ∆GE is

close to zero for all classes. While at low threshold original graph becomes dense

and query also interacts with almost all nodes in the true output class graph.

Immensity in the interaction at lower threshold, helps GE to detect true class

easily and correctly. This forces GE to work at lower levels of GP, with the

smallest search space as CSM ∪ CTR. With similar arguments, SM and TR are

placed at intermediate GP levels, allowing them to look for cq in CRC . So in the

algorithm 4.2.2, hierarchy as well as input search space for GTFs are organized

carefully. This helps to reduce the search space dramatically for other GTFs and

thus speeds up the algorithm (see Fig.4.4(d)). Sometimes, for s
cq
q having subtle
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interaction with many classes, it is difficult for all GTFs to come up with an

unique agreement about cq. When it happens, the threshold would have already

hit the bottom of its range. Thus, with earlier reasoning, the solution would be

to rely only on GE to find cq, and 12th step in the algorithm 4.2.2 does the same.

Performance analysis. KTH and UCF-sports are more complex and chal-

lenging datasets, including a wide range of variations in background and view-

points. So their detailed HAR analysis for each activity is given in the form

of confusion matrices in Fig.4.4(c) and (e) respectively. On UCF-sports, the

proposed method produces the highest 95.1% accuracy, where it slightly inter-

changeably confuses between lifting and skating. It also recognizes gesture on

HWU dataset with 98.2% accuracy. Table4.1 compares performance of the state-

of-the-art methods on all HAR datasets.

Incremental learning. We add s
cq
q back to cq after its classification in

the KTH dataset. This is an instance based learning and it only requires slight

modification of earlier cq graph, like replacing G(V cq , Ecq) with G(V
cq
q , E

cq
q ). We

select various (5 to 90) percent data from each c ∈ CM for training purpose.

Fig.4.4(b) shows the average classification performance comparison between in-

cremental and batch learning. Incremental learning takes an advantage of the

each correctly classified s
cq
q and produces better performance even during the

scarcity of the training data.

Computational time. Fig.4.4(d) shows the normalized time taken by dif-

ferent classifiers on KTH dataset. In majority voting (‘No Hie’), first all GTFs

classify each sequence from the large pool of testing sequences, and then the vot-

ing begins. This slows down the scheme and also introduces FPs. Whereas, in

the proposed GP hierarchical scheme (‘GP Hie’), testing pool is gradually shrunken

down. So the subsequent GTFs have to investigate only small set of sequences
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Table 4.1: Different HAR methods and their average accuracy (%), for HWU
gesture, Weizmann, KTH and UCF-sports datasets

Method HWU Method Weizmann

SVM [36] 88.9 Campos et al. [38] 96.7
Barattini et al. [3] 78.0 Cai et al. [83] 98.2
Bomma et al. [36] 98.0 Luo and Hu [17] 96.7
Ours 98.2 Ours 98.0

Method KTH UCF-sports

Wang et al. (2009) [10] 89.00 83.3
Campos et al. (2011) [38] 91.50 80.0
Sadanand et al. (2012) [76] 98.20 95.0
Cai et al. (2013) [83] 94.20 91.6
Ours (Graph Pyramid) 98.33 95.1

which likely to contain the true action class. This in turn speeds up the proposed

method along with maintaining high accuracy. Being twice faster than ‘No Hie’,

with maintaining high performance, the ‘GP Hie’ method is the preferable solution

for time consuming classification tasks.

4.4 Conclusion

Instead of modeling each activity separately like existing methods, we model the

entire activity class graphically (AAS network) using holistic representation and

modified quadratic-Chi distance. The proposed method exploits the structural

information of the AAS network using important topological features via hierar-

chical network analysis guided by the graph pyramid. Thus necessary information

for HAR from weak interactions in AAS network is not suppressed by the other

strong ones. Additionally it can show topologically how query interacts with the

action family and has the incremental learning capability and high HAR rate.
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Chapter 5

Handling Imbalanced Datasets:

G-SMOTE Algorithm

5.1 Introduction and Prior Work

In the domain of pattern recognition, the classification tasks are of paramount

importance. For classification, the learning algorithms are developed to uncover

the hidden subtleties from training datasets. This helps to gather information

about the trends of each class. These trends are used in predicting the class

labels for new instances. The prediction performance depends on the underlying

assumption that training set is evenly distributed. But when this distribution of

the input samples is skewed, the class imbalance problem arises!

In real-world scenario, abnormalities (interesting events) happen rarely. So

often the datasets are predominantly composed of ‘normal’ instances with only

a small percentage of ‘abnormal’ ones. A dataset is said to be imbalanced, when

one class (the minority class) is heavily under-represented in comparison to other

(the majority class). When the classifiers are fed with imbalanced datasets, it
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causes them to become biased towards majority class. This is a serious problem

because the cost of miss-classifying an abnormal instance as a normal is often

much higher than the cost of the reverse error.

Occurrence of high imbalance in real-world domains is a direct result of rarity

of interesting events, which results in skewed datasets. Without dataset rebalanc-

ing, the learning algorithm will encounter extremely low minority class samples

therefore it gets biased towards the majority class in the classification tasks. A

number of application domains exists where a massive disproportion in the size

of the classes is common. For example, credit card transactions (legitimate trans-

actions are much higher than fraudulent ones), medical diagnoses, large protein

family classification [84], abnormal event detection in surveillance videos [18], oil

spills in satellite images [85], etc.

The class imbalance problem has been solved both at the algorithmic and

data levels. At the algorithmic level, solutions include adjusting the various al-

gorithmic parameters (e.g. decision threshold) to increase the sensitivity towards

the minority class for constructing the proper decision boundary for classifica-

tion; recognition based (1 class) learning rather than discrimination based (2

class) learning [86]; mixture-of-experts approach [87]; modified neural network

[88]; improved decision tree [89] and näıve Bayes methods [90]. Though these

approaches work well, they are designed and tuned for solving special domain

problems and face difficulty in generalization.

At the data level solution to the class-imbalance problem include different

data sampling techniques. Random undersampling is a non-heuristic method that

tries to balance the class distribution via randomly eliminating the majority class

instances [91]. But it may discard potentially useful data that could be important

for training the classifier. On the other hand, random oversampling method

tries to balance the class distribution through random replication of the minority
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class instances [92]. As it makes exact copies of the minority class samples, it

can lead to overfitting [93]. Another framework of feature sampling [94], selects

the features for positive and negative classes separately and then recombines

them to get good classification performance with imbalanced data. But this

method highly dependent on the type of data under consideration. SMOTE

generates the synthetic minority instances by oversampling the minority class

[95], which works very well for many applications. This oversampling is performed

by randomly interpolating between the several minority class instances that lie

together (nearest neighbors). Random imputation within vicinity of the original

sample avoids the overfitting problem but sometimes causes over-generalization.

It blindly populates the minority area without regard to the majority class and

causes decision boundaries for minority class to spread further into majority

class [92], thereby mixing the classes. For highly skewed data distributions where

minority class is very sparse, it may form the class mixture with a greater chance.

We improved the SMOTE approach by introducing hybrid sampling, which is

partially guided by the uncovered hidden patterns from minority class to prevent

over generalization; and partially carried out by randomization to prevent the

overfitting. Bootstrapping with simultaneous over and undersampling is used to

handle the highly skewed data distributions. We also give the brief discussion

about importance of the dataset rebalancing techniques in sec. 5.4.

5.2 Algorithmic Framework

First we consider the Gaussian noise distribution which is suitable for the datasets

having less intra-class variability. Then for datasets having nonlinear data pat-

terns, we consider the kernel functions to uncover its low-dimensional subspace

structure.
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5.2.1 Gaussian model of data generation

Let Xm = [x1,x2, · · · ,xN ] be the d×N matrix of d dimensional N data points

of minority class. Suppose the data are generated as, xi = yi + e and xi ∈ Rd,

where yi is the original data vector which lies on a low-rank subspace and e is

the error term and xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,d]T . A degenerate Gaussian distribution

can properly model a low-rank subspace [96]. This low rank data projection can

be learned by minimizing the overall reconstruction error [97] as,

min
U
‖Xm − UUTXm‖2F ,

subject to UTU = Ir, (5.1)

where Ir is an identity matrix of size r × r, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenious norm of a

matrix and r is the rank of U . The solution of (5.1) say Û , can be efficiently

given by singular value decomposition of Xm. The columns of U contain the

eigenvectors (ui) of XmX
T
m with corresponding eigenvalues λi. Then the linear

principal component is given as,

Hl = {ui | i = argmax
i

λi}. (5.2)

So for a given data or feature sample xi, its original vector yi can be estimated

like yi = Û ÛTxi. This model helps to uncover the low dimensional subspace

structure from high dimensional corrupted observations, when the data are best

described by second order correlation or when it is generated by Gaussian distri-

bution. Among all orthogonal linear projections, the principal component pro-

jection minimizes the squared reconstruction error [97]. Thus when e follows the

Gaussian distribution with small variance then yi can be recovered by exploring

the principal components of the data.
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5.2.2 Recognizing nonlinear patterns from data

The set Xm may contain subtle data patterns and its distribution may be highly

non-Gaussian. Hence to recognize nonlinear patterns, we need to take into ac-

count higher order correlations among the data. Nonlinear structure can be

extracted by first mapping the input data into some feature space F via non-

linear transformation Φ : Rd → F and then uncovering the low-dimensional

subspace structure [98]. This maps Xm to Zm = [Φ(x1),Φ(x2), · · · ,Φ(xN )] and

the covariance matrix CΦ in F is given as,

CΦ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Φ(xi)Φ(xi)
T =

1

N
ZmZ

T
m. (5.3)

Consider the N ×N dot product matrix K = 1
NZ

T
mZm where

Kij =
1

N
Φ(xi) · Φ(xj) =

1

N
κ(xi,xj). (5.4)

Here κ(x,y) = exp( ||x−y||
2σ2 ) is the Gaussian kernel function. Let λi be the eigen-

value of K corresponding to eigenvector ui = [ui,1, ui,2, · · · , ui,N ]T . CΦ also has

the same eigenvalues with one-to-one correspondence between nonzero eigenvec-

tors of K and the nonzero eigenvectors (vi) of CΦ. So we can write the relation,

vi = αZui where α is normalization constant. If both the eigenvectors have unit

length then α = 1√
λiN

. Let ‖ui‖ = 1√
λiN

so that α = 1. For the data sample

xi, its low dimensional jth principal component can be computed using kernel

function as,
yij = vi · Φ(xi) =

N∑
j=1

ui,j κ(xi,xj). (5.5)

Here, the nonlinear principal component (Hn) is defined similarly as (5.2), except

the fact that only the role of ui and λi are changed according to the present

context.
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5.2.3 Algorithm

Multiclass classification problem can be reduced to a set of binary classification

problems, where data points from one particular class are seen as positive exam-

ples (minority class), while those outside the class are considered to be negative

examples. This is ‘one-vs-rest’ classification procedure, where the ‘rest’ or the

negative examples form the majority class.

Let X = {XM ∪ Xm} be the entire dataset having (M + N) data-points

and xi ∈ X where xi = [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,d]T . Majority class set XM contains

(d-dimensional) M feature points where as minority class Xm contains N feature

points. For balancing the majority and minority class size, we need to synthesize

No extra samples from the (unknown) data distribution that might have gen-

erated the given minority class Xm = {xi ∈ Rd}Ni=1. Since this distribution is

completely unknown, we have to take help from the recognized linear (Hl) and

nonlinear (Hn) patterns of the minority class. Each new synthetic sample x̂i, is

generated within k-nearest neighbor locality of the current sample xi. Locality

sampling prevents the original inherent structure of Xm from collapsing. Before

random imputation, Hl (orHn) provides an important orientation information,

about which direction to choose in the feature space for synthesizing x̂i. This

partially guided random oversampling helps to retain the intrinsic class properties

and x̂i also adheres to subtle hidden patterns of the original class.

Algorithm 5.2.1, describes this partially guided random oversampling proce-

dure. It is improvement to SMOTE [95], by introducing the proposed partial

guiding mechanism (before random imputation stage) for synthesizing x̂i. If the

number of oversamples required No, is greater than total minority class samples

N , then using each xi we need to generate extra R (see step 5 in algorithm 5.2.1)

synthetic samples. Otherwise only random percent of Xm will be G-SMOTEd
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(see step 3). Steps 9-13 are laid to find xn, which is the neatest neighbor of

xi for which pn (the vector joining xi and xn) has the minimal absolute devia-

tion (θn) in its orientation from Hl (orHn). Thereby xn serves as a beacon for

synthesizing x̂i. These guiding steps prevent overgeneralization of the minority

class by conserving intrinsic class properties. Steps 14-18 generate a synthetic

sample by random imputation along each attribute xi,j of the sample xi, which

is proportional to the corresponding attribute difference (‘diff ’ in step 15) from

xn. The constant of proportionality is independently chosen (for each attribute)

from uniform distribution U(0, 1). This randomness in the imputation helps to

avoid acute specialization of minority class and thereby preventing the possible

overfitting of classifier towards newly synthesized minority class.

After rebalancing the minority classes using G-SMOTE, final classification

is performed by employing the bootstrapping and ensemble classifier. This pro-

cedure is described by the algorithm 5.2.2. Many times imbalanced dataset is

skewed greatly, where M >> N . So it is not good idea to perform too much

synthetic oversampling of the minority class. Because it may lead to over am-

plification of usual (unimportant) patterns and suppression of rare (important)

properties of the minority class and thereby changing its overall intrinsic struc-

ture. Class imbalance problem generally arises when the ratio M
N is greater than

three (see step 1 in Algo.5.2.2) and the use of ensemble of classifiers is a good way

to tackle it [92], [99]. Performing only undersampling of the majority class while

keeping the minority class untouched, will not solve the class imbalance problem

[91]. Firstly, because undersampling may discard potentially important samples

from majority class and secondly, as minority class strength is small, during classi-

fier learning phase it gets overshadowed by majority class and its hidden patterns

remain unexpressed. Hence appropriate amplification of minority class samples

is necessary. To solve these issues, we have employed bootstrapping by simulta-
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Algorithm 5.2.1 G-SMOTE: partially Guided oversampling

input: Minority class Xm with |Xm| = N , number of nearest neighbors k,
number of oversamples required No

output: Synthetic minority class samples {x̂i ∈ Rd}Noi=1

1: amount of synthesis, fraction = No
N

2: if fraction < 1 then
3: randomize the Xm class samples
4: end if
5: synthesis runs per sample, R = floor(fraction)
6: get Hl and Hn from Xm

7: \∗ start generating each new sample ∗\
8: for sample index i from 1 to No do
9: K← set of k-nearest neighbors of xi

10: P = ∪kn=1{pn}, a set of vectors joining xi and K
11: for synthesis runs r from 1 to R do

12: θn = cos−1
(
|pTnHl|
‖pn‖·‖Hl‖

)
, ∀pn ∈ P, (or use Hn)

13: n = argminn θn
14: for each attribute j from 1 to d do
15: attribute difference, diff = xn,j − xi,j
16: random imputation, rand = U(0, 1)
17: generation, x̂i,j ← xi,j + diff · rand
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for

neous oversampling of the minority class and undersampling of the majority class

to build the ensemble of classifiers. To make sure that no sample from majority

class is discarded, we have to perform exhaustive undersampling. Which finally

leads to division of majority class into several (s) disjoint sets {Xi}si=1 (see step

2). Over synthesis of the minority class samples may increase the possibility of

classifier overfitting and inadequate synthesis may not offer any benefit. So only

sufficient amount of samples (No) are synthesized using G-SMOTE (steps 3, 4)

to form the new balanced minority class X̆ (step 5). Then set X̆ is collaborated

with each Xi to train the set of s classifiers (step 6). For classifying a new query,

final decision is made by majority voting of all classifiers in the ensemble.
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Algorithm 5.2.2 Bootstrapping and ensemble classifier (EnC)

input: Majority class XM , minority class Xm with |Xm| = N , |XM | = M ,
M >> N , number of nearest neighbors k
output: Ensemble classifier

1: number of sets, s = ceil( M3N )

2: undersample XM to generate s different disjoint sets, XM = ∪si=1Xi such
that ∀ i |Xi| > 3N

3: total synthetic samples to generate, No = min
∀ i
|Xi| −N

4: oversample Xm to get Xo = G-SMOTE (Xm, No, k)

5: class balancing by synthesizing, X̆ = Xm ∪Xo

6: get s classifiers by augmenting the data after balancing, Ci =
classifier(Xi, X̆), ∀ i

7: \∗ make the decision based on majority voting ∗\
8: EnClassify = decision(C1, · · · ,Cs)

5.3 Experimental Results

Multiclass classification problem can be simplified to two-class (by ‘one-vs-rest’)

problem. Minority class labels are considered to be positive while that of majority

class as negative. True positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) are the number

of correctly classified positive and negative examples respectively. Similarly false

negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) are from misclassification. For measur-

Table 5.1: Summary of the different imbalanced datasets used for the performance
evaluation of the proposed method

Data #of minority #of majority #of features Ratio of

sets samples (N) samples (M) (nominal/continuous) imbalance

SCOP 118 1263 147 (cts) 1:10.7

Satimage 415 5809 36 (cts) 1:14.0

HypoThy 131 2930 16 (nom), 8 (cts) 1:22.4

EuThy 151 3012 18 (nom), 7 (cts) 1:19.9
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Table 5.2: Classification performance evaluation (AUC values) and comparison
with various methods (EnC is Algo.5.2.2)

Datasets Classifiers Without EnC SMOTE SMOTE+EnC Ours(Hl) Ours(Hn)

LogReg (LA) 0.761 0.821 0.826 0.832 0.829

SCOP LogReg (SW) 0.629 0.782 0.828 0.836 0.838

LogReg (NW) 0.687 0.798 0.860 0.858 0.846

1NN 0.826 0.841 0.895 0.913 0.918

Satimage SVM 0.958 0.960 0.963 0.966 0.976

LogReg 0.841 0.848 0.853 0.849 0.851

1NN 0.819 0.825 0.841 0.871 0.910

HypoThy SVM 0.892 0.895 0.901 0.921 0.913

GaussProcess 0.944 0.949 0.951 0.971 0.973

1NN 0.691 0.691 0.693 0.708 0.712

EuThy SVM 0.921 0.926 0.929 0.938 0.940

GaussProcess 0.931 0.938 0.947 0.952 0.952

ing performance of the learning systems, error rate = (FP+FN)/total samples,

and accuracy = (TP+TN)/total samples, measures are not appropriate when the

prior class probabilities are very different. Because these measures do not con-

sider misclassification costs, are sensitive to class skewness and are greatly biased

to favor the majority class [100], [101]. For skewed datasets with unequal error

costs, as in biomedical analysis [28], it is more appropriate to use the Receiver

Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis [95]. For overall performance assess-

ment, the useful measure is the fraction of total area that falls under ROC curve

(AUC) [102]. The larger the AUC value, the better the classifier performance.

In this work, the proposed method is applied to 4 different imbalanced

datasets. Table 5.1, shows their detailed description. From the class imbal-

ance ratio, it is evident that minority class samples are extremely rare. These

datasets include, structural classification of proteins (SCOP) database (Accession

number: PCB00019) [103] which is divided in to 55 classification tasks, multi-

spectral satellite images (Satimage) for soil type classification and hypothyroid
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(HypoThy), sick euthyroid (EuThy) [104] are two medical diagnoses datasets. In

SCOP dataset, the pairwise sequence similarity was employed to convert protein

sequences into feature vectors. Three methods, namely local alignment (LA) ker-

nel [105], Smith-Waterman (SW) [106] and Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algorithm

[107] were adopted to measure the similarity between a pair of protein sequences

and thereby constructing different feature spaces. LA kernel measures the simi-

larity between a pair of protein sequences by constructing a kernel function, while

SW is the local and NW is the global sequence alignment algorithm.

A series of widely used pattern classifiers were employed to demonstrate

the performance of the proposed method for rebalancing the skewed datasets.

They include, the nearest neighbor classifier (1NN), Support Vector Machines

(SVM), logistic regression (LogReg) and Gaussian process for binary classification

(GaussProcess) [108]. For appropriately assessing the benefits of the proposed

framework, these classifiers were operated to their default parameters and those

were kept constant throughout the experimentation.

Table 5.2, shows the detailed classification performance comparison accord-

ing to AUC values and comparison with state-of-the-art minority oversampling

method SMOTE [95]. SCOP has 55 different classification tasks, so for com-

putational advantage LogReg classifier was used in 3 different feature spaces

and the results were averaged over all classification tasks. The column ‘With-

out EnClassifier’ shows the classification performance for the original imbalanced

data, where none of the rebalancing techniques were used. When the SMOTE

was accompanied by the algorithm 5.2.2 by replacing its step 4 with SMOTE

(SMOTE+EnClassifier), the performance improved a little more. This shows the

advantage of the bootstrapping with simultaneous oversampling of the minority

class and undersampling of the majority class to create the ensemble of classifiers.

The last two columns show performance of the overall proposed data rebalanc-
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Figure 5.1: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves: Classification per-
formance evaluation for HypoThy dataset with SVM and Gaussian process (GP)
binary classifiers using amalgamation of various dataset rebalancing methods.
EnC is the ensemble classifier (algorithm 5.2.2). (Best seen in color)

ing technique, with the help of extracted linear (Hl in sec. 5.2.1) and nonlinear

(Hn in sec. 5.2.2) patterns from the minority class. It shows that the proposed

dataset rebalancing technique outperforms the other methods in many classifi-

cation tasks. The column ‘Ours with (Hl)’ shows the fact that, for the datasets

having compact class representation (low intra-class variations), viz., HypoThy

and EuThy, the extracted linear patterns (Hl) also serve as a good guidance for

performing the hybrid sampling. After rebalancing the minority class, the per-

formance has increased across all the classifiers. Because it prevents classifiers

from getting biased towards majority class and thereby classifiers can draw the

clear class separating boundaries in the feature space. Difference between perfor-

mance of the ‘Without EnClassifier’ and the dataset rebalancing methods, shows

importance of the solving class imbalance issue before recognizing the patterns

from it.
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Fig. 5.1 shows the classification performance evaluation of HypoThy dataset

in terms of detail ROC curves. For better visual analysis and clear discrimination,

only few ROC curves are plotted and note scales of the axes. The performances

of SVM and GP classifiers without using any dataset rebalancing technique were

very low, so they are not shown here (more details are given in Table 5.2). The

proposed oversampling method guided by linear patterns (Hl) improved the clas-

sification performance using SVM classifier as compared to the existing SMOTE

[95]. Though performance was not the highest in this case (analysis via SVM clas-

sifier), it showed the importance of proper dataset rebalancing technique in terms

of relative performance improvement. When same dataset was rebalanced with

the proposed method using nonlinear patterns (Hn), the Gaussian process classi-

fier (GP) gave the highest classification AUC. When SMOTE was accompanied

by ensemble classifier, the overall framework has further boosted the performance.

5.4 Discussion

Strategic oversampling of the minority class is an important solution to the class

imbalance problem, rather than completely random oversampling or sampling

with replacement (i.e. oversampling by replication). Because generating syn-

thetic samples randomly within a minority class, will not adhere to the original

class properties. Thus newly generated samples will not follow the probability

distribution from which the original minority samples might have been generated.

On the other hand, those synthesized extra samples were then put back in the

original minority class for balancing (enlarging) the class size and it adversely af-

fects the original class structure. Then though the class size balances, the newly

synthesized class no longer closely resembles the original minority class. The

reason for under-performance of the sampling with replacement can be under-
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stood by analyzing in the feature space. As the minority samples get replicated,

the learning algorithm becomes more confident about the decision region in the

feature space and it becomes more and more specific to the minority class. This

specialization generally leads to further shrinkage of the decision boundary and

the learner carves it very closely to the minority class region. That is specializa-

tion hinders the generalization. Without any type of oversampling, the learning

algorithm will be given extremely low minority class samples and so it gets bi-

ased towards the majority class in the classification tasks. Hence imbalanced

datasets must be handled appropriately via rebalancing strategy (like G-SMOTE

Algo.5.2.1) before handing them over to the pattern classifiers.

5.5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose the complete framework for handling the imbalanced

dataset for pattern recognition. We have employed bootstrapping by simultane-

ous oversampling of the minority class and the undersampling of the majority

class to build the ensemble of classifiers. To perform oversampling, first linear

and nonlinear patterns are extracted by considering the second order and higher

order correlations respectively within the minority class. Then these patterns

are used to partially guide the random imputation in each dimension of the fea-

ture space to generate the synthetic sample. This guided randomization helps to

preserve the minority class properties and unlike the existing synthetic minority

oversampling technique (SMOTE) it prevents over-generalization of the minority

class. Exhaustive undersampling of the majority class ensures that none of its

important samples get neglected. The ensemble classifier helps further to boost

the classification performance.
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Chapter 6

Traffic Activities: Features and

Mulit-task Learning

6.1 Introduction

Uncovering the hidden motion patterns in the traffic scene is an essential part of

the intelligent visual surveillance systems. Intersections are the important parts of

the road networks, especially for traffic surveillance because of their high variable

structure, presence of multiple flows of the vehicles, abrupt motions and the mixed

traffic that ranges from pedestrians to bicycles and up to the heavy vehicles.

Monitoring these variety of traffic events requires high level understanding of the

scene. Traffic rules govern the behavior of the moving objects, which give rise to

typical motion patterns in the scene. Hence grouping of similar motions patterns

and training the classifiers for their modeling are crucial for scene understanding

and detecting the abnormal motion patterns in the surveillance videos.

A number of approaches have been proposed for motion features extraction

such as using optical flow [9, 109, 110] and its statistical features [111, 18], SIFT
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.1: Typical motion patterns in distinct traffic scenes. They have differ-
ent geometric properties (size, location, orientation) but they share the similar
semantic content (right-turn, linear motion).

flow [112], active region selection procedure [113] or trajectories [114]. These fea-

tures are clustered into multiple groups with each group is representing a typical

motion pattern. For modeling these motion patterns, a diversity of methods have

been proposed by using sparse coding [115], mixture of Gaussian [116], dynamic

textures [117] and probabilistic topic models [109, 110, 9]. But existing works

generally assume that sufficient amount of training data is available for modeling

the traffic patterns, so performance of these methods is usually not guaranteed

without enough data. However, in surveillance applications, it is time consuming

and expensive to collect sufficiently large amount of labeled data from different

viewpoints and all possible traffic scenes. Hence, discovering hidden motion pat-

terns in traffic scene is a challenging problem with a great practical importance.

The existing direct classification approach is likely to have unreliable per-

formance because of data scarcity and its imperfect, noisy nature. Such explicit

systems, using rules adjusted according to each traffic scene by trial and error,

rarely provide generic and robust solutions, especially when the environment and

motion patterns change. So better solution is to design a more generalized model

that can learn from even less amount of data. Some motion patterns may be

shared in several traffic scenes as shown in Fig. 6.1 (yellow arrow). So prior

knowledge obtained from certain scenes (source view) can be employed for mod-

eling motion patterns in another scene (target view) with insufficient data. The
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approach of utilizing prior knowledge from source domain to improve the classi-

fier in target domain, where the training samples are not sufficient, is called the

transfer learning [118, 119]. The approaches like domain adaptation [120], sen-

timent classification [121] and adaptive transfer learning [118] handle the target

domain data insufficiency problem by leveraging the prior knowledge obtained

from source domain. Though these approaches can address data scarcity issue,

the main problem with them is that the feature distribution in target domain

might have quite different statistical characteristics as compared to source do-

main. For example, the right-turn pattern (yellow arrow) in Fig. 6.1 (c) is

relatively different from that of (a) and (b). They make implicit assumption of

availability of the generalized source domain and the sufficient training samples,

but which does not hold for most of the practical surveillance scenarios.

So to solve these problems we do not use any source domain information.

Instead we make use of the fact that motion patterns can also share seman-

tic information among different patterns within the same traffic scene, like the

straight-line patterns (green arrow) in Fig. 6.1 (a) share the similar underlying

linear dynamics. To share the semantic information, we employ multi-task joint

feature learning scheme [122, 123], where all the pattern classifiers are trained

simultaneously by exploiting the correlations among different motion patterns.

Training data scarcity problem is tackled through strategic oversampling of the

raw trajectories along with high dimensional embedding of the time series data.

6.2 Feature construction

Important clues for uncovering hidden motion patterns in the surveillance video

are obtained by answering, ‘where’ and ‘how’ the activity has occurred over the

course of time. The answer to the first question reveals the spatial distribution
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of the activity occurrences, whereas the answer to the second one discovers the

underlying motion dynamics. The features should encapsulate these answers in

order to extract vital information from the video that is necessary for recognition

of the motion patterns from the video.

In traffic scenario, detailed spatio-temporal motion information can be repre-

sented in terms of trajectories, which can be easily and reliably extracted by using

existing methods based on the blob-based tracking (using foreground estimation

or vehicle detection) or the low-level feature tracking (using SIFT, Harris corner

interest points) [124, 125, 126, 127]. So recognition of motion patterns in a traffic

scene is nothing but classification of the corresponding trajectories into appro-

priate groups. A trajectory is composed of a set of 3-dimensional interest points

(xi, yi, ti), where the consistent motion has occurred over the course of time [118].

These trajectories are categorized and labeled by employing latent Dirichlet al-

location [128] to obtain the training data. Vehicle dynamics is captured in every

video frame, so time dimension (ti) is redundant in trajectory description. Differ-

ent types of trajectory descriptors are experimentally evaluated and compared in

Fig.6.2(b). From those we simply use the spatial interest points, pi = [xi, yi], as

the trajectory descriptor, which is compact, computationally fast and producing

high accuracy compared to other variants. Temporal information is embedded

implicitly as these interest points are consecutively arranged one after another. So

the descriptor Zc which represents a single trajectory from class c ∈ (1, · · · , C),

is a concatenation of M interest points, Zc = {p1, p2, · · · , pM}. It can not be

used as a feature directly since it has different dimensionality depending upon M .

So we have to construct the equidimensional informative trajectory feature (zc)

from the raw Zs. In addition to this, the number of per class training samples is

far less to achieve good generalization of the classifier. We address these issues in

the following section by proposing trajectory construction strategy to get same
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Figure 6.2: (a) Few exemplar motion patterns in 4 datasets viz. NGSIM (1st

column), WI (2nd), MIT (3rd) and QMUL (4th col.); (b) Different trajectory
descriptors and their performance on QMUL database. As pi = {xi, yi} has
performed well, we used it for further analysis; (c) & (d) Embedding delay pair
(τx, τy) and dimension (m) estimation for 3 different patterns from QMUL.

dimensional feature vector zc and efficient trajectory over-sampling method to

generate enough number of appropriate training samples.

6.2.1 Trajectory construction and over-sampling

Each raw trajectory descriptor Zc is analyzed in to separate time series data,

like X c = (x1, x2, · · · , xM ) and Yc = (y1, y2, · · · , yM ). Embedding is defined as

the mapping from 1-dimensional space to m-dimensional space. It is achieved by

Taken’s theorem [129], which states that a map exists between the original space

and the reconstructed space after embedding. According to it, the dynamical

properties of the system in the true state space are preserved under the embedding

transformation. The key idea behind embedding is that all the variables of the

dynamical system are generically connected, i.e. they influence one another. For a

given one dimensional time series X c, every subsequent point, xi, results from an

intricate combination of the influences of rest of the variables. Hence, xi+τ may be

viewed as the second substitute system variable which carries information about

other variables within time interval τ . With the same reasoning we can introduce
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a series of substitute variables xi+2τ , · · · , xi+mτ , which carry the same information

as the original system variables [130]. For a large enough embedding dimensionm,

the delay vectors xi(τ) = [xi, xi+τ , · · · , xi+(m−1)τ ] with i ∈ (1, · · · , τ), generate

an embedded phase space that has exactly the same properties as that formed

by the original system variables. However, Taken’s theorem does not provide a

method to find the optimal values of the embedding parameters, τ and m, which

we estimate here by using the mutual information [131] and the false nearest

neighbor (FNN) algorithms [132]. Then we perform the trajectory oversampling,

which is given in algorithm 6.3.1.

Estimating embedding delay (τ)

The mutual information between xi and xi+τ can be used to estimate proper

τ . The value of τ should be large enough such that xi is measuring something

significantly different from xi+τ , which helps to retain new unseen information.

But τ should not be larger than the time in which system loses its initial state

memory. For a given time series X c, we partition d = |min(X c)−max(X c)| into

B equally sized bins. If Ph and Pk denote the probabilities that variable takes a

value inside hth and kth bin, and Ph,k is the joint probability that xi is in bin h

and xi+τ is in bin k, then the mutual information with various delays is computed

as,

I(τ) = −
B∑
h=1

B∑
k=1

Ph,k(τ) ln
Ph,k(τ)

Ph(τ)Pk(τ)
. (6.1)

Then embedding delay is given as, τ∗ = arg(1st)min
τ

I(τ).

Estimating embedding dimension (m)

The optimal embedding dimension is estimated by using the algorithm given

in [132]. It assumes that there are no sudden irregularities in the system dy-
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namics, which is realistic in in our traffic scenario where the constraints of traf-

fic rules make the state space of dynamical system folds and unfolds smoothly.

This translates to the observation that the nearest neighbors should remain close

to each other during forward embedding iterations. If the neighbor of a point

fails to satisfy this criterion then it is termed as false nearest neighbor (FNN)

and the algorithm chooses m that minimizes FNNs as follows. Given a point

xi(τ) in m-dimensional space from X c and we find its neighbor xj(τ), so that

‖xi(τ)−xj(τ)‖ < ξ. Then normalized distance between Di between the (m+1)th

embedding coordinate of those points is computed as, Di =
xi+mτ−xj+mτ
‖xi(τ)−xj(τ)‖ . If Di is

greater than given threshold then xi(τ) is marked as having a FNN. Di is found

for entire X c and for various m = 1, 2, · · · until the fraction of FNNs is negli-

gible to obtain an optimal embedding dimension mc
x. Using similar procedure

mc
y for Yc is found. Final embedding dimension for a given dataset is chosen as,

m∗ = max
c∈(1,··· ,C)

{mc
x,m

c
y}.

6.3 Classification by joint feature selection

Different class of traffic patterns share some common information as they are

correlated with each other. For example, horizontal straight and vertical straight

movements are two different motion patterns but they share the common under-

lying dynamics of spatial linear motion. We have C-class classification problem.

We convert this into C one-versus-rest binary classification tasks. As these learn-

ing tasks are not completely independent, so it is not fruitful to separately train

each binary classifier. Because, learning of one task may be helpful for the learn-

ing of other tasks. In Multi-task learning (MTL) approach, multiple related tasks

are learned in parallel with some shared representation [122]. This greatly im-

proves the learning efficiency, as each task also learns from other related task and
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thereby achieving a good generalization. One way to capture the task relatedness

from multiple tasks is to constrain all classifier models to share a common set of

features. This motivates the group sparsity regularized simultaneous training of

the models [123].

Let Dc={(zci , lci )| i = 1, · · · , nc} be the available training data for the binary

classification task c ∈ (1, · · · , C), where zci ∈ R2m is the feature sample with label

lci ∈ {1,−1} corresponding to either ‘class c’ or ‘not class c’ (one-vs-rest classifica-

tion strategy). Let the parameters wc and bc define the model for task c. Define

a matrix W = [w1, · · · , wC ] and a vector b = [b1, · · · , bC ]T . With employing joint

sparsity and model complexity regularization the multi-task learning framework

is given as follows,

min
W,b

C∑
c=1

nc∑
i=1

L(Dc; wc, bc) + λ1‖W‖2,1 + λ2‖W‖2F , (6.2)

where the hinge loss is defined as, L(Dc; wc, bc) = max(0, 1− lci (wcT zc+bc)). The

Frobenius norm is defined as ‖W‖2F =
∑

c ‖wc‖22 and ‖W‖2,1 =
∑2m

i=1

√∑
cw

c
i
2.

The `2,1-norm regularization encourages multiple predictors from different tasks

to share similar parameter sparsity patterns. The regularization parameters λ1

controls the amount of group sparsity and λ2 controls the overall model com-

plexity. This indeed helps in achieving good generalization performance. Loss

function and norm regularizes are convex hence it is a convex but non-smooth op-

timization problem. We applied accelerated proximal gradient method [133, 123]

to solve the optimization problem (6.2). The class label of the new input sample

ẑ is found as,

c∗ = argmax
c

(ẑTwc + bc). (6.3)
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6.4 Inference and classification

Given a raw query trajectory Zq, its class label q is what we have to infer. But

as described in sec. 6.2.1, the embedding delay (τ c) depends upon the trajectory

class label c. So for performing oversampling we innumerate through all embed-

ding delay pairs {τ cx, τ cy}Cc=1. Oversamples (ẑ of Zq) obtained by using {τ cx, τ cy} are

stored in the set Zc and are classified using (6.3) to produce the corresponding

output label set Lc. As q ∈ (1, · · · , C), the Zq will get shattered appropriately

according to true underlying delay pair in one of the sets Zq ∈ {Zc}Cc=1, and

corresponding Lq will have almost identical elements with value q. Since Lq has

very less variability in its elements, its entropy is very low. Hence the class label

q of the query trajectory is inferred as the most frequent element in the lowest

entropy set from {Lc}Cc=1. Algorithm 6.4.1 describes this procedure.

6.5 Experimental results

6.5.1 Datasets and Evaluation details

We evaluated the proposed approach on four different traffic datasets, viz. QMUL

junction dataset [9], MIT dataset [10], NGSIM dataset [11] and the Wide Inter-

section (WI) is our own dataset of traffic scene at eight-lane road. Each of these

Algorithm 6.3.1 Trajectory oversampling subroutine

input: raw trajectory Zc, m, embedding delay pair {τ cx, τ cy}
output: set of oversamples Zc = {z ∈ R2m}

1: Z← ∅; {X c,Yc}←Zc; \∗ separating x, y coordinates ∗\
2: for each τ ∈ {τ cx, τ cy} and i ∈ (1,··· , |Z

c|
2
−(m−1)τ) do

3: zi = [xi,yi,··· ,xi+(m−1)τ ,yi+(m−1)τ ], xi∈X c,yi∈Yc

4: Z← Z ∪ zi
5: end for
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Algorithm 6.4.1 Trajectory pattern recognition

input: query trajectory Zq, trained model W,b, embedding delays T =
{τ cx, τ cy}Cc=1, embedding dimension m
output: Recognized class label q

1: \∗ oversample considering each embedding delay ∗\
2: for each class c from 1 to C do
3: Zc = oversample(Zq,m, τ cx, τ cy) \∗ algo. 6.3.1 ∗\
4: Lc ← get the set of class labels ∀ ẑ ∈ Z using (6.3)
5: K ← # distinct elements in Lc
6: {nk}Kk=1 ← # elements in Lc having class label k

7: H(Lc) = −
∑K

k=1
nk

|Lc| · log2( n
k

|Lc|) \∗ entropy ∗\
8: end for
9: L∗ = argminLc H(Lc)

10: q = mode(L∗)

consists of different types of motion patterns like linear trajectories at different

locations and non-linear trajectories with different shapes. Sample frames from

all the datasets are shown in Fig.6.2(a), which shows a wide range of variations

in viewpoints, background noise and illumination changes. The detail motion

patterns in QMUL dataset are delineated in Fig.6.3(a) with sample frames and

by labels of the corresponding confusion matrix. The F-measure has been used

for the performance evaluation, which is the harmonic mean of precision and re-

call. We have chosen training samples randomly and with varying amount (see

table 6.1) for each experiment and the average results have been reported after

repeating the experiments for five times. If the model is trained using only one

trajectory from each type of the pattern then we call it ‘One-shot’ learning.

6.5.2 Performance analysis

We have defined the most commonly used SVM based classification [134] as the

baseline method. For dealing with multiple classes, we employed ‘one-vs-rest’

binary classification strategy. Unlike the proposed oversampling technique, in
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baseline method the trajectories were uniformly sampled to obtain equidimen-

sional feature vector, whose dimension was equal to the length of the shortest

trajectory in the dataset. We have compared the performance on all datasets

with the existing adaptive transfer learning (a-TL) [118] method. It works with

less number of training samples (in target domain) by making transfer of infor-

mation (from source domain). We have used NGSIM as the source dataset for

a-TL [118] method because it has been captured from top-view and has contained

typical traffic patterns. Where as the proposed method handles the training data

scarcity problem by strategic oversampling and multi-task learning framework,

so it does not require any separate source dataset. We have followed the same

experimental setup for performance comparison with different methods.

Embedding delay and dimension estimation. For feature construction,

embedding delay (τ) is a quite important parameter which controls the amount

of motion pattern information retained in the final fix dimensional (m∗) feature

vector. So embedding delay pair {τ cx, τ cy}, was separately estimated for each class

(c) of the motion pattern using the algorithm given in sec. 6.2.1. For preserving

class specific information as well as achieving robustness to outliers and noise, we

used average of the I(τ) vs τ curves using all Zcs from the same class. Fig.6.2(c)

and (d) show the embedding delay pair and feature dimension estimation results

respectively for three types of motion patterns from QMUL dataset, which are

shown in the last column of Fig.6.2(a).

Average precision. Table 6.1, shows the average precision obtained by

different methods on all the datasets after using different amounts of training data

(from 10 to 75%). The fewer the training samples, the worse the performance

of the baseline method across all datasets. Moreover it fails to perform one-shot

learning. On the other hand, although a-TL achieves higher performance (even
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in case of less training data) than baseline using transfer of information from

source domain, improvement is not great as compared to the proposed method.

Additionally it requires prior source domain data. This means that the proposed

framework makes a significant contribution in performance improvement by using

just the target domain scarce data. Fairly good performance of the proposed

method even using a single training example (one-shot learning) can be attributed

to the efficient oversampling strategy which amplifies the hidden motion pattern

and the multi-task learning framework which learns all the models simultaneously.

This indicates the importance of handling data scarcity issue in the classifier

model itself, otherwise the model will not generalize appropriately.

Joint feature selection benefit. When we set the group sparsity regu-

larization parameter to zero (λ1 = 0, λ2 6= 0) in optimization problem (6.2), we

were hindering the joint feature selection procedure and thereby preventing the

multi-task learning (see table 6.1). In this case a model corresponding to each

motion pattern was learned independently and λ2 6= 0 helped to prevent the

overfitting. As all the models were not simultaneously trained, they could not

make use of correlation among the different motion patterns. Thus there was

no information sharing or transfer among different models during their learn-

ing. Hence the precision corresponding to method ‘Ours (λ1 = 0)’ was lower than

the complete framework given in (6.2). But the higher performance of ‘Ours (λ1 = 0)’

than baseline could be accredited to the proposed efficient oversampling strategy and the

generalization achieved by model complexity regularization (λ2 6= 0). After employing

joint feature selection strategy (Ours (λ2 = 0)) the performance improved a lot but it

was not the highest because lack of model complexity regularization. The performance

assessment from Table 6.1 shows benefits of the joint feature selection strategy.

Incremental learning. Throughout this experimental setting, test samples (40%

from each class) were kept fixed and the remaining portion of the data (training) was fed

gradually to the classifiers to see the incremental learning capability. Fig. 6.3(b), shows

the graphs of F-measure versus the portion of training data used for different algorithms
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Figure 6.3: (a) QMUL dataset typical motion patterns (top rows) and their
recognition rate. (b) F-measure vs training data curves on four traffic datasets.
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Table 6.1: Performance after using varying portion of training data

Average precision in percentage

Dataset Different Methods One-shot 10% 25% 50% 75%

Ours 41.44 93.82 95.01 96.53 97.39
Ours (λ2=0) 41.52 92.27 94.81 95.86 96.60

QMUL Ours (λ1=0) 40.21 89.22 90.89 93.31 94.18
a-TL [118] 32.70 75.43 82.80 87.17 90.24
Baseline [134] - 51.85 67.47 70.88 78.21

Ours 39.33 89.70 94.26 94.73 95.76
Ours (λ2=0) 38.09 88.53 92.03 95.21 95.69

WI Ours (λ1=0) 37.41 85.14 91.86 93.04 94.55
a-TL [118] 18.32 63.01 69.23 82.10 85.47
Baseline [134] - 53.27 63.07 79.70 81.54

Ours 28.40 91.10 94.80 98.48 98.31
Ours (λ2=0) 28.79 89.63 93.07 97.81 97.91

NGSIM Ours (λ1=0) 28.02 88.96 91.21 97.22 97.52
a-TL [118] 13.87 81.75 83.17 87.89 88.23
Baseline [134] - 76.20 81.34 80.57 87.19

Ours 34.11 90.39 93.18 95.72 97.37
Ours (λ2=0) 34.03 88.98 93.06 94.97 96.76

MIT Ours (λ1=0) 33.12 84.83 91.71 92.88 94.09
a-TL [118] 12.46 84.87 91.00 88.96 90.61
Baseline [134] - 61.67 68.91 72.67 84.87

across all datasets. As the training data prospered, the performance of all the algorithms

gradually increased. But a-TL and baseline algorithms did not achieve a satisfactory

performance even after using a large amount of training samples. The proposed method

quickly achieved the highest performance as training data portion was slightly increased.

Here λ1 = 0.001 prevents the model from fully learning by using correlations among the

tasks, so it performed poorer than the one with λ1 = 0.5.

Discrimination capability. Fig. 6.3(a), shows seven typical motion patterns

in QMUL traffic scenario and the confusion matrix for the traffic pattern classification

result. We selected 10% of the samples from each pattern for training the classifiers. The

confusion matrix with dominant diagonal terms (see Fig.6.3(a → i)) (The brighter the

color, the higher the classification result), illustrates the discriminability of the proposed

method. The baseline method (see Fig.6.3(a → ii)) confuses a lot among the patterns

having similar semantic meaning.
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6.6 Conclusions

Here we presented a novel approach for motion pattern recognition in the traffic scenes,

by employing an efficient trajectory oversampling strategy, and training all the pattern

classifiers simultaneously with joint feature selection strategy. The time series embedding

procedure helps to construct the equidimensional compact features as well as it shows

a way for an efficient oversampling procedure from the raw trajectory data. Training

data scarcity problem is tackled by amplifying subtle motion patterns hidden in the raw

trajectories using strategic oversampling and making use of correlations among different

patterns via muli-task learning framework. Experimental results show that the con-

structed features provide a natural, compact and discriminative representation for recip-

rocating motion patterns. This approach is computationally efficient with an advantage

of representing detailed spatio-temporal motion information, unlike other methods e.g.

bag-of-words approach which ignores the spatio-temporal dependencies.
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Chapter 7

Audio Activities Recognition

7.1 Introduction

Audio event recognition (AER) or classification is a sub-area of auditory scene analysis

that deals with the automatic understanding of audio data without human efforts. This

area has received increased attention in the research community in recent years. This is

mainly because, apart from its straightforward applications in audio retrieval, indexing

and automatic tagging, it has the potential to play a pivotal role in perceptually aware

interfaces such as computer or robotic assistance in meeting-room, video-surveillance,

industrial automation and process control or mobile robots working in diverse environ-

ments [135]. For example in a video surveillance system, the use of audio information

along with the video can enhance the performance of the system for scene understanding

especially in dark illumination conditions or in areas outside the camera view, otherwise

the underlying activity recognition using only video will become impossible due to ab-

sence of perceptual information. In case of a meeting-room assistant robot, detection or

classification of certain audio events related to human presence like chair moving, door

open, keyboard typing etc. may help the robot to detect and recognize the activities

occurring in the room. In all these scenarios, the performance of the entire control and

automation system then highly depends on its ability to correctly classify an audio event.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the proposed Audio Event Classification (AEC) frame-
work. Audio bank (sec. 7.2) is the high-level representation of the audio events.
It stores a set of audio detectors (sec. 7.2.2) representing each audio class in the
spectrogram space (sec. 7.2.1). It produces the feature vector (sec. 7.2.3) by
concatenating max-pooled cross-correlation (between detector and signal distri-
bution) patterns from each detector.
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Most of the previous works in AER [136], [137], [138], [139] make use of standard

features such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), zero-crossing rate, subband

energies, short term energy along with their statistical properties like mean, standard

deviation and entropy. But these low and mid-level features are limited in the amount

of acoustic semantics they can capture, which yields a representation with inadequate

discriminative power, hence none of them is clear winner for robust audio recognition. In

this chapter, we propose the Audio Bank, a new high-level representation for audio events,

which is semantically rich and highly discriminative in nature. Audio bank explores the

set of distinctive audio detectors, which ultimately act like the bases of high dimensional

‘audio space’ and thereby giving semantically rich representation. Fig. 7.1 gives an

overview of the audio bank based feature construction and the AER framework.

The low and mid-level features can not comprehensively represent the underlying

harmonic structure in audio data. So conventional audio recognition methods try to

uncover the hidden phonic patterns by exploiting data structure using hidden Markov

models (HMM) [140] and Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [141]. These models require

a lot of training data and are computationally expensive especially for high dimensional

feature vectors. Where as the proposed audio bank feature representation is discrimi-

native enough to give good recognition results using even simple classifier like k-nearest

neighbors (kNN) [142].

We have applied several learning algorithms in order to measure the AER rate based

on audio bank features. Also several experiments are performed by varying the number

of bank detectors and the amount of training data to assess the dependency of the

proposed framework on various parameters. Our major contributions include; proposing

a new high-level and robust feature representation using audio banks and providing an

experimental study of its suitability to the classification task by using several learning

algorithms. We use UPC-TALP database [8] for audio classification which contains

a set of isolated meeting-room acoustic events. Experimental results show that the

proposed framework provides better classification performance than the conventional

feature extraction methods.
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7.2 Audio Bank Representation

Audio signal is composed of intricate phonic patterns which may be repeated several

times in the signal. So audio bank tries to exploit this fact and represents an audio as

the collected output of many phonic detectors that each produces a correlation pattern.

Although, at a glance, audio bank looks related to object bank [143], in detail, the au-

dio classification problem is clearly distinct from the image classification. For the later

one, it is evident that image is made up of primary objects like trees, water, mountains,

people, buildings etc. So object bank explicitly consists of individual object detectors.

But in case of audio signal the atomic phonic patterns from which the audio is formed,

are difficult to separate from each other. So we employ a template-based audio detector,

where distinctive audio examples themselves serve as a template. To infuse the robust-

ness to loudness (amplitude), we make use of feature distribution similarity measure

(Bhattacharya coefficient) for matching the audio detectors. Invariance to pitch (funda-

mental frequency of an audio) is achieved via analyzing signal in frequency domain. To

account for timbre (differences in pitch quality), we sample distinctive templates from

the audio space.

7.2.1 Feature Extraction

The spectral content of an audio changes over time, so applying the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) over the entire signal does not reveal transitions in spectral content

(non stationary signal). But for short periods of time, audio can be considered to be

stationary. So our feature space consists of audio spectrogram, which is collection of the

power spectrums of short-time signals as follows,

S{x(n)}(k, t) =
∣∣∣N−1∑
n=0

x(n+ tM)w(n) e−j 2π
N nk

∣∣∣2, (7.1)

where x(n) is the audio signal, w(n) is (short-time) analysis window of size N (e.g.

Hamming), k is frequency bin index, t is time frame index and M is the framing step

(number of samples separating two consecutive frames). Human auditory system is able
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Figure 7.2: Two different audio events (clapping, phone-ringing) and there re-
spective spectrograms. Both signals show different frequency patterns, where
phone-ringing class shows much higher frequency content.

to distinguish various audio events because they exhibit typical time-varying frequency

patterns. Spectrograms and signal waveforms for two different audio events are shown

in Fig. 7.2.

7.2.2 Selecting Bank Detectors

Audio bank gives us great deal of flexibility in choosing the kind of bank detectors; indeed

different types of detectors (using different features) can be used concurrently. In our

implementation, we use distinctive signal spectrogram as the detector due to its evident

capability in localizing events from a single template, efficiency (using FFT [144]), pitch

analyzing capability and natural interpretation as an audio decomposition into space-

time frequencies. In order to capture discriminative audio patterns, the bank detectors

must be distinct from each other.

Let xci be the sample from audio (event) class c ∈ {1, · · · , Nc}. Then for each c,

we choose Nd representatives from
{
S{xci}|i = 1, 2, · · ·

}
as detectors {Di}Nd1 by using

k-means clustering [145]. To achieve robustness to timbre, we also sample detectors

from audio space (audios from the same event but having different sound quality), with

constraints that the detector size should be small enough to contain only few occurrences
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of the underlying audio event. All detectors are stored as spectrograms and thereby

producing the bank of size ND = Nc ×Nd.

7.2.3 The Audio Bank Feature Vector

Intuitively the audio bank feature vector is nothing but the concatenation of detection

responses of all ND detectors with the signal feature S{x}. To obtain the detection re-

sponse in the large audio feature, the detector is placed at each position and the similar-

ities between the frequency distributions (histograms HD and Hs) at the corresponding

positions of the detector D and the signal feature S{x} are computed. Let this simi-

larity be given by sim
(
Hs(w̄d), HD(w̄d)

)
, where w̄d = (k, t) ranges over frequency-time

support of the detector. The global similarity match measure, M(w̄s), at each position

w̄s = (k, t) of the signal feature is obtained by summing the individual similarity measure

across the detector as,

M(w̄s) =
∑
w̄d

sim
(
Hs(w̄d), HD(w̄d − w̄s)

)
. (7.2)

We use the Bhattacharyya coefficient [146] as the similarity measure, because of two

reasons; first, it bounds the values between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating complete match;

second, it yields to efficient implementation. The Bhattacharyya coefficient for two his-

tograms H1 and H2, each with B bins and b as the bin index, is defined as,

sim(H1, H2) =

B∑
b=1

√
H1

b , H
2
b . (7.3)

Now after inserting measure (7.3) into global match measure (7.2) and rearranging the

summation orders produces,

M(w̄s) =
∑
b

∑
w̄d

√
Hs

b (w̄d)
√
HD

b (w̄d − w̄s), (7.4)

which is the cross-correlation between the individual bins of the histograms as, M(w̄s) =∑
b

√
Hs

b ?
√
HD

b . These 2-dimensional correlations are computed efficiently in the fre-
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Figure 7.3: Alternate max-pooling operation extracts feature vector from the
correlation output of each detector.

quency domain using the convolution theorem of the Fourier transform [147], where the

computationally expensive correlation operations are exchanged for relatively simpler

pointwise multiplications as follows,

M(w̄s) = F−1
{∑

b

F{
√
Hs

b }F
{√

H̃D
b

}}
, (7.5)

where H̃D
b is the flipped detector distribution with F{·} and F−1{·} denoting the Fourier

transform and its inverse respectively. The Fourier transforms are realized efficiently

by using FFT algorithm. The audio bank feature vector is constructed from the global

correlation pattern, M(w̄s), by using alternate max-pooling operation. In this operation,

the output correlated pattern is subsequently divided into {20, 22, 24} equal parts and

then maximum values from all the parts are concatenated one after another to yield

Nd × Nc × 21 dimensional feature vector for each input audio signal. Alternate max-

pooling operation (shown in Fig. 7.3) efficiently and compactly captures the underlying

variations in the correlation output. Thereby it tries to find the maximally correlated

frequency patterns.

7.2.4 Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)

NMF is a signal representation method for noise-robust feature extraction in the re-

duced dimension. It aims to minimize the distance between the original signal and its

approximation. Given a non negative m × n matrix X, NMF decomposes it into the
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non-negative m × k matrix W and the non-negative k × n matrix H that minimize the

following reconstruction error,

J(W,H) = ‖X −WH‖2F , (7.6)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. The column vectors of W are

the basis vectors and the values along the column in H denote the contribution of the

column vectors of W or in other words, it represents the decomposition of the signal

values on the basis matrix W . NMF thus finds the ‘parts’ based, linear representations

of non-negative data as only additive combinations of the bases are allowed. W can be

learned according to (7.6) using the algorithm proposed in [148] and then H is learned

with a fixed W . In our work X is the matrix of max-pooled feature vectors (see Fig.

7.3). The decomposition of a features on the basis matrix is then treated as the new

coded features and is the input to the classifiers.

7.3 Experiments

7.3.1 Dataset Description and Experimental Setting

The UPC-TALP dataset [8] contains 14 classes of audio events that occur in a meeting

room environment. The events are recorded such that they do not overlap in the time

domain and the recording is done at 44.1kHz sampling frequency. Table 7.1 shows the

14 audio classes present in the database along with their annotating labels. In our work,

we do not use the class “unknown” for training and evaluation, because it is not of much

significance and contains occurances of silence and noise. The classes “door open” and

“door close” perceptually sound similar (because both events produce the same door

slam sound), so we mix them to make the unified class “door movement” having total

121 samples. So we are left with 12 classes over which we report our experimental results.

For the feature extraction process, the audio samples were down-sampled by 1
4 and

256-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was taken with a frame overlap of 50 % to

compute the spectrograms . For the AER analysis using various classifiers, 60 % samples
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Table 7.1: Audio events in the UPC-TALP database with their number of audio
samples and total duration (sec).

Event Name # Samples \ Time Event Name # Samples \ Time

Door knock (kn) 50 \ 64 Key jingle (kj) 65 \ 146

Door open (do) 60 \ 66 Keyboard typ. (kt) 66 \ 194

Door close (ds) 61 \ 78 Phone ring (pr) 116 \ 315

Steps (st) 73 \ 250 Applause (ap) 60 \ 212

Chair move (cm) 76 \ 216 Cough (co) 65 \ 85

Cup jingle (cj) 64 \ 187 Laugh (la) 64 \ 118

Paper work (pw) 84 \ 300 Unknown (un) 126 \ 89

from each class were randomly assigned as the training data and the rest 40 % samples

were used for testing. No audio from the audio bank is used again for testing stage.

Extensive experiments were performed (described in following sections) to validate the

robustness of the proposed features.

7.3.2 Audio Bank with Different Classifiers

We applied several classifiers individually on the audio bank features to evaluate their

suitability and discriminability for AER. We have used, k-nearest neighbor (kNN) , one-

vs-all SVM (SVM-A), one-vs-one SVM [149] (SVM-O), Gaussian process [108] (GP) and

Neural Network [150] (NN) for classification. For the kNN, k was set to 5. For SVM-A

we used RBF kernel with C = 150, σ = 75, while C = 100, σ = 60 for SVM-O. These

parameters were determined by 5 fold validation.

GP is completely specified by its mean and covariance function. The mean function

for the GP classifier was set as a constant and an isotropic squared exponential kernel was

used as the covariance function. The implementation of GP was taken from the GPML

toolbox [151], which learns the GP hyper-parameters and predicts the class labels. As

GP classifier is essentially a binary classifier, we used one-vs-one approach to extend its

functionality for multi-class classification. For Neural Network, the number of hidden

layers was arbitrarily set to 300.

For each classifier, we performed the recognition experiment 5 times i.e. for each of

the 5 runs the data was randomly assigned into the training and test set. Fig. 7.4(a)
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Table 7.2: Simulation time of different classifiers for the audio bank features
averaged over the 5 runs, where audio bank size is kept fixed, ND = 48

Classifiers k-NN SVM-A SVM-O GP NN

Simulation Time (sec) 0.49 0.89 46.44 180 10.72

shows the average AER accuracy obtained using audio bank features, the whisker at the

top of each bar denotes the standard deviation. We can see that the AER performance is

fairly good for a simple classifier like kNN, whereas for more complex classifiers like SVM

and NN, the performance is significantly better. In case of GP, however the accuracy

suffers possibly due to the high feature dimensionality.

Computational time: Table 7.2 shows the total simulation time taken for testing

and training in each of the above mentioned classifiers. As evident, kNN requires the least

time due to its simplicity. SVM-O and GP on the other hand are comparatively much

slower as these classifiers are implemented in one-vs-one fashion where the computational

complexity scales quadratically with the number of classes. The simulation time for SVM-

A is quite less (comparable to kNN), while NN classifier is moderately slower. Thus, if

we compare all the 5 classifiers; according to the simulation time and the recognition

accuracy, then SVM-A is a clear winner as it performs considerably well without much

compromise on speed.

Exploring kNN classifier: The dependency of AER performance on the value

of parameter k in case of the kNN classifier is assessed by varying k from 1 to 100 in

intervals of 10. For each k, the recognition performance was recorded 10 times and the

average performance is reported in Fig. 7.4(b) along with the corresponding standard

deviation indicated by whisker. From the figure we see that the recognition performance

drops with increase in k. Thus, lower the k values, the better the AER accuracy.

Exploring Neural Network:We also analyzed the effect of the number of hidden

layers in the NN classifier on the recognition performance. The number of hidden layers

was varied from 10 to 1000 and the recognition performance for each hidden layer value

was measured by averaging over 10 runs, similar to the kNN experiment. Fig. 7.4(d)
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Figure 7.4: (a) AER by Audio Bank using different classifiers, (b) kNN classifier
performance with varying k, (c) Confusion matrix (AER rate) using Audio Bank,
(d) Neural network performance with varying hidden units.

shows the AER accuracy obtained for each hidden layer value. It shows that if the number

of hidden layers is in between 300 and 400, the recognition performance is considerably

good and it does not degrade significantly for other number of hidden units.

7.3.3 Comparison with Other Methods

Audio bank (size ND = 48) features are compared with 3 sets of conventional features

using the same SVM-O classifier. Feature ‘set-A’ consists of 32 dimensional (32-D) log-

filter bank energies, the zero crossing rate (ZCR) and the signal concatenated into a

34-D feature vector. Feature ‘set-B’ consists of 2050-D feature vector constructed by

using FFT coefficients [147], ZCR and signal energy. And feature ‘set-C’ consists of 13-D

MFCC coefficients [137]. Table 7.3 shows the average AER rate achieved over 5 runs

of the experiment. The performance of the audio bank features is significantly better

than the conventional features. Its per class performance is portrayed in the form of

confusion matrix and shown in Fig. 7.4(c). High diagonal entries signify the interclass
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Table 7.3: Conventional feature sets vs Audio Bank feature.

Methods set-A [136] set-B [147] set-C [137] Audio Bank

AER rate (%) 51.44 44.16 73.38 84.59

discriminability of the proposed features. The method slightly confuses for ‘chair moving’

class, where it miss-classifies some of the entries to ‘cup jingle’. The method achieves

perfect recognition rate for ‘steps’ and more than 90% accuracy for ‘door knock’, ‘paper

work’ and ‘phone ring’ classes.

7.3.4 Training Data Size Variation

Amount of training data plays a vital role in deciding the classification performance.

More the training data, better will be the generalization performance. So the amount of

training data from each class was varied from 10 to 90 % (correspondingly test data per

class became 90 to 10 %); then the resulting AER performance is summarized in Fig.

7.5(a). It also shows the instability of NN classifier (due to high dependency on parameter

initializations). The performance of the SVM-A and SVM-O gradually increases as the

training data increases. We can see that, even 40% of training data per class gives more

than 80% AER rate. This shows the discriminability of the proposed features.

The proposed framework is very general and can easily adapt to different AER

settings by simply adding more new distinctive detectors to the existing bank. However

it is not obvious that a larger bank necessarily gives better performance, because as

the number of bank detectors (ND) increases, dimensionality of the audio bank feature

vector also increases and AER rate may hinder due to the curse of dimensionality. To

assess these effects we performed AER by gradually varying the bank size. Audio bank

consists of distinctive Nd detectors from each audio class (see sec. 7.2.2). We varied

the bank size from 3 to 120. The dependency of AER rate (using 60% of training data

from each class) with the bank size is shown in Fig.7.5(b). For NN classifier, the slight

decay in AER rate with big bank is observed due to the curse of dimensionality and

instability of the NN classifier (see sec. 7.3.3). Tiny bank (ND = 3 or 6) had smaller
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Figure 7.5: (a) Audio event recognition (AER) rate for 3 classifiers with vary-
ing training data, (b) Bank size variation and AER rate. Notations: tiny bank
(detectors ND = 3, 6), small bank (ND = 12), big bank (ND > 50).

amount of detectors than total classes (12). So some classes were remain unexpressed

by the resulting feature vector. Thus tiny bank performed poorly. But even the small

bank (ND = 12, one detector for each class) has produced comparable accuracy (80%)

to big bank (ND > 50). This surprising stability of the audio bank on its size can be

attributed to its ability to represent event in the audio space and thereby producing a

high-level representation which is also group sparse in nature. Because for responding

to a particular class of audio event, only the detectors that are closely related to it, will

produce high detection response; whereas the semantically remote detectors will remain

in the dormant state. Thus even after using the small bank, the resulting group sparse

and semantically rich feature is powerful enough to produce high AER performance.

7.4 Conclusion

We proposed Audio Bank, a new high-level efficient audio representation for AER, aimed

at exploring the underlying harmonic structure present in the audio data. It is comprised

of distinctive audio detectors representing each audio class in frequency-temporal space.

It produces superior features as compared to low-level features in discriminating audio

events, by appropriately pooling a large set of smaller audio detectors. Feature stabil-

ity on the bank size and high AER performance using several classifiers (SVM, neural

network, Gaussian process and k-NN) shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we have proposed the unified framework for Human Activity Recognition

(HAR), where the existing methods tackle variety of human activities independently.

This complete and unified HAR framework stands on the pillars of newly proposed fea-

tures and algorithms. The first one (feature) summarizes the very high dimensional video

data by encapsulating the underlying motion dynamics succinctly into the low dimen-

sional representative vector. Whereas the other one (algorithm) uncovers the hidden

subtleties that lies among the samples of the activity class and helps for clearly inferring

true activity class label.

Features play a vital role in HAR. Global features are generated using the entire

video sequence while ignoring explicit temporal information but they capture the oriented

and holistic underlying patterns. We found that HAR can be improved by fusing extra

temporal information with global representation. So we have proposed new mid-level fea-

tures (Frequencygrams, Spatiograms) by analyzing dynamics of the motion histograms in

frequency and spatio-temporal domain; and new high-level features (Abstracted Radon

Profiles) by considering whole oriented information of action silhouettes. These oriented

holistic features have provided a natural and discriminative representation for recipro-

cating motions. We also have proposed the low-level features (viz., Circulation, Motion

Homogeneity, Motion Orientation and Stationarity), to readily capture the pixel level
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motion information. Using them, we have achieved the highest performance for gesture

(HWU dataset) and abnormal activity recognition (on UMN dataset).

On the algorithmic aspect, we have proposed the Graph Pyramid, a hierarchical

graph analysis framework for supervised HAR and the Proximity clustering for fast and

unsupervised abnormal HAR. Graph Pyramid has made it possible to uncover the hidden

subtleties of the action family by considering interactions among the neighborhood nodes

to the query. Machine vision becomes blind in dark illumination conditions and severe

occlusions. So we have also incorporated the acoustic information by proposing the Audio

Bank, a new high-level semantic representation of an audio, to offer more robustness for

various activity recognition.

In case of traffic scenario, we have implemented the time series embedding framework

to solve the data scarcity problem for traffic activity recognition. Using multi-task learn-

ing framework, we have learnt all activity pattern classifiers simultaneously. We have

improved the traffic pattern recognition performance (on QMUL, MIT, NGSIM and our

own Wide Interaction traffic dataset) by several magnitude as compared to the state-of-

the-art approaches. Overall in HAR domain, the training data scarcity is the common

issue. Without dataset rebalancing, the classifier becomes biased toward majority class

samples. To address imbalanced dataset problem, we have proposed the G-SMOTE algo-

rithm. It is an improvement to the existing synthetic minority oversampling technique.

Its extensive evaluation on several datasets has produced the state-of-the-art results.

The proposed graph pyramid and proximity clustering are the general pattern recog-

nition algorithms and can be applied to problems from various other domains. So it

would be interesting to use them for tackling recognition problems like protein sequences

classification from bioinformatics, soil type classification from geology etc. It might be

necessary to extract different graph topological features for analyzing graph pyramid

concerning other domain problems. Hence this thesis opens up many avenues for future

research, but for now,

we have taught the machine how to see through the camera eye!
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국문초록

행동 인식(Human Activity Recognition, HAR)은 군중 행동 인식, 사람간 상호작

용 분석, 사람의 몸짓과 행동의 인식 등을 포괄하는 컴퓨터 비전과 기계 학습의 다면

적인 주제이다. 이 분야는 영상 감시, 보안, 엔터테인먼트, 건강 관리 시스템, 동영상

인덱싱, 인간-컴퓨터 상호작용, 동영상 탐색 등의 넓은 응용 분야에서 수요가 급증하

고 있으며, 지난 십 수년간 행동 인식을 연구하는 다양한 방법들이 개발되었다. 본

학위논문에서는 통합된 행동 인식 프레임워크를 만드는 새로운 강인한 특징(feature)

과 알고리즘을 제안하여 기존 연구들의 문제점을 해결하고자 한다.

특징은 행동 인식에서 중요한 역할을 한다. 전반적인 특징들(global features)

은 전체 동영상의 일시적 정보가 아닌 전체적이고 경향을 지닌 패턴을 수집하여 생

성된다. 본 논문은 전반적 표현들(representation)과 추가적인 일시적 정보들을 혼

합하여 행동 인식의 성능을 높일 수 있다는 사실에 주목하였다. 본 논문에서는 주

파수와 시공간 영역에서 움직임 히스토그램(histogram)을 분석하여 새로운 중간 수

준(mid-level) 특징들인 주파수그램(frequencygrams)과 시공간그램(spatiograms)을

제안하고, 행동 윤곽(silhouette)의 패턴을 분석하여 새로운 높은 수준(high-level) 특

징인 추상화된 라돈 프로필(abstracted radon profiles)을 제안한다. 이러한 특징들

은 카메라 움직임과 작은 가려짐에 강인하고, 반복되는 움직임을 분별할 수 있는 표

현(representation)을 제공하며, 또한 본 논문에서 제안된 계층적 그래프 분석 알고

리즘인 그래프 피라미드(graph pyramid) 방식을 통해 교사(supervised) 행동 인식

에 사용된다. 그래프 피라미드 분류기는 각각의 움직임들을 마디(node)로 표현하여

행동 분류에 대한 그래프를 생성한다. 학습 과정은 수정된 이차-카이(quadratic-Chi)

거리를 통해 그래프 모서리(edge)에 행동 분류 정보를 입력한다. 이 알고리즘은 질

의(query)에 대한 주변 마디들간의 상호작용을 고려함으로써 행동 가계(family)의

숨은 세부 사항들을 드러나게 한다.
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광학 흐름(optical flow)은 움직임을 묘사하는 기본적인 방식이지만, 가공되지

않은 형태에서는 배경의 잡음(noise)과 카메라의 움직임과 단위(scale) 변화에 민감

하다는 단점이 있다. 하지만 가공되지 않은 데이터로부터 구성된 특징들은 행동의

근본적인 움직임을 담고 있으므로 중요하다. 본 논문에서는 픽셀 수준의 움직임 정

보를 얻기 위해 광학 흐름을 이용하여 낮은 수준(low-level)의 통계적 움직임 특징

들인 순환(circulation), 움직임 동질성(motion homogeneity), 움직임 방향(motion

orientation)과 비유동성(stationary)을 제안한다. 이러한 특징들은 제안된 근접 군

집화(proximity clustering) 알고리즘을 통해 비교사적(unsupervised) 비정상 행동

인식을 수행하는 데 사용된다. 이 알고리즘의 핵심은 정상 행동들이 비정상 행동

들보다 자주 나타난다는 것에 있다. 제안된 특징 공간에서 정상 행동들을 군집화하

고 그 외의 것들을 비정상 행동으로 결정한다. 이 알고리즘은 근접 원칙(proximity

principle)에 의해 동작하며, 정상 행동 집단의 수를 특정해줄 필요가 없다.

행동 인식 영역에서 몇몇 행동 분류들은 매우 적은 학습 데이터를 가지고 있기

때문에, 데이터 세트의 균형을 재정비하지 않는다면 학습 알고리즘은 다수의 학습

데이터를 갖는 분류들에 편향된 학습 결과를 얻게 된다. 따라서 불균형한 데이터 세

트를 다루기 위해 본 논문에서는 소수의 분류에 대해 과다 표집(oversampling)하고

다수의 분류에 대해 과소 표집(undersampling)하여 부츠트래핑(bootstrapping)하

는 G-SMOTE 알고리즘을 제안한다. G-SMOTE는 소수 과다 표집 합성 방식에서

기존의 연구에 비해 성능이 향상되었다. 이는 매우 불균형하도록 생성된 데이터 세

트에서 수행된 다양한 평가에서 제안된 방법이 가장 높은 인식 결과를 도출한 것을

통해 확인할 수 있었다.

교통 상황에서, 데이터 결핍 문제를 해결하기 위해, 본 논문에서는 처음으로 시

계열 임베딩(time series embedding)을 구현하였다. 본 논문에서는 다중 작업 학습

프레임워크에 의해 서로 다른 움직임 패턴간의 상관도를 활용하여 모든 행동 분류기

를 학습하였다. 네 개의 공공 장소 데이터 세트에서의 실험 결과는 제안된 방식이

최신 방식들에 비해 교통 패턴 인식 성능이 우월함을 보여준다.
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머신 비전(machine vision)은 어두운 조명이나, 가려짐, 혹은 카메라의 시야를

벗어나는 경우에는 성능이 크게 저하된다. 따라서 영상과 함께 음성 정보를 같이 활

용하면 행동 인식 시스템의 성능을 향상시킬 수 있다. 본 논문에서는 음성 행동 인

식을 위해 음성 정보의 고수준(high-level) 표현으로 음성 뱅크(audio bank)를 제안

한다. 제안된 방식은 주파수-시간(frequency-temporal) 공간에서 각 음성 분류를 나

타내는 분별력 있는 음성 탐지기로 구성되어 있다. 이 방식은 모든 뱅크 탐지기들의

응답을 하나의 벡터로 축적하여 저수준(low-level) 특징들에 비해 우월한 특징을 생

성한다. 뱅크 크기에 따른 특징의 안정성과 높은 인식 성능은 제안된 방식의 효율성

을 보여준다.

주요어: 행동 인식 (몸짓; 비정상 이벤트), 특징, 계층적 그래프 분석, 근접 군집

화, 불균형한 데이터 세트 처리

학번: 2012 – 23964

이름: 투샤르 산단
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